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Abstract

The Internet-of-Things (IoT) is widely regarded as a transformative and promising

paradigm, marking a revolutionary shift in the way that technology interacts with

the world around us. Comprising a network of interconnected devices and sensors,

IoT seeks to foster seamless communication and automation across various platforms.

Despite the rising popularity and extensive integration of IoT across diverse domains,

such as smart homes and industrial automation, the development and deployment

of these interconnected systems are met with considerable challenges. One notable

challenge is the scarcity of spectrum resources, which poses a significant obstacle in

accommodating the massive data transmission expected among the myriad devices

that will function under the current resource allocation scheme. This problem is

further exacerbated by the existing technology’s inability to manage such colossal

volumes of data. In addition, small-sized mobile terminals are constrained by limited

computation and energy resources. These limitations make the traditional standalone

operation of devices increasingly unfeasible. The recent literature has offered hope in

this context, highlighting several emerging concepts such as mobile edge computing

(MEC), multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), and non-orthogonal multiple access

(NOMA). These innovations have been identified as promising solutions for addressing

the resource-oriented challenges prevalent in IoT.

In this thesis, we delve into comprehensive task offloading and resource allocation

strategies with the goal of enhancing the efficient utilization of limited resources in

wireless IoT systems, encompassing spectrum, computation, and energy resources. In

the first part, we incorporate device-to-device (D2D) communication into the multi-

layer computing network and propose a full-dimensional task offloading scheme. On

this basis, we formulate an mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem

with discrete task offloading decisions and continuous computation/communication

resource allocation. To solve this problem, we develop an inverse reinforcement learn-

ing (IRL) based algorithm. This offers a unified solution to a broad class of MINLP

vi



problems in wireless IoT networks by accelerating the optimal branch-and-bound

(B&B) algorithm with significantly reduced complexity but without sacrificing the

global optimality. In the second part, we delve into strategies to optimize energy

efficiency within the downlink cell-free massive MIMO systems. We develop a green

energy scheme by simultaneously optimizing power allocation and access point (AP)

selection and formulate it as a non-convex MINLP problem. To solve this challeng-

ing problem, we propose a novel optimization-embedded deep reinforcement learning

(DRL) algorithm, which enjoys the benefits of directly inferring solutions for the for-

mulated problem. To enable the algorithm to adapt to the variations of the system

parameters without learning from scratch, we further develop graph transformer net-

works (GTN). In the last part, we develop a NOMA-based task offloading scheme in

a multi-layer computing network to minimize the latency across all mobile devices.

On this basis, we formulate the task offloading scheme as a non-convex mixed-integer

optimization problem and propose a reincarnating DRL algorithm, where accumu-

lated apriori information is incorporated for fast retraining. Besides, we design a

reward function and an evaluation phase to ensure the communication/computation

constraints to be satisfied with a high probability.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, we first introduce the background of our research. Subsequently,

we detail the impetus behind our chosen research direction, concurrently accentuating

the multifaceted challenges associated with resolving the problems we have decided

to tackle. Finally, we summarize the fundamental contributions made by this thesis,

reinforcing its value to its field of study.

1.1 Background

The wireless Internet of Things (IoT) network marks a significant milestone in the

communication and information technology field [1]. It aims to create interconnected

and intelligent environments that can accommodate a broad spectrum of applications

[2]. The ubiquitous wireless IoT is projected to establish connections with billions of

devices worldwide. These encompass mobile sensors, manufacturing machinery, smart

devices, and industrial utilities, thus shaping an intricate web of interconnections

[3]. The idea behind the wireless IoT is to integrate the physical and digital worlds,

promoting efficiency, improving accuracy, and enabling things to respond in real time.

It has the potential to dramatically enhance the way we interact with the world around

1
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Base Station

Massive MIMO
MEC Server Cloud Server

NOMA

Figure 1.1: A diagram of IoT network.

us, impacting a wide array of sectors including healthcare, transportation, agriculture,

and manufacturing [4–7].

The wireless IoT is underpinned by several key technologies, including mobile edge

computing (MEC) [8], multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) [9], non-orthogonal

multiple access (NOMA) [10], and machine learning [11]. Together, these technolo-

gies facilitate a smooth interaction between ‘things’ on the wireless IoT network,

making it possible to create systems that are smart, responsive, and capable of self-

regulation. While the wireless IoT holds great promise, it also introduces a set of

challenges. The cumulative challenges considerably strain the existing approaches

and systems of resource allocation, configuration, and deployment [12]. Next, we

summarize challenges from three perspectives: spectrum, computing, and energy.

Spectrum perspective: The frequent information interactions and data trans-

missions among the vast number of IoT devices will generate an unprecedented volume
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of data to be transmitted via wireless communication [13], which needs an abundant

spectrum resource supply. However, there has been a persistent scarcity in the avail-

ability of the radio frequency (RF) spectrum [14]. There are only limited frequency

bands available for use, and many of them are already taken up by existing services

[15]. As more and more devices and technologies look to use the RF spectrum in IoT

networks, the demand has greatly increased. Furthermore, these frequencies cannot

just be used by anyone at any time. Different parts of the spectrum are allocated to

different uses and users, often through auctions, where companies can bid to secure

exclusive rights to use certain frequencies. As such, it is clear that the demand for

space on this spectrum has been consistently exceeding the supply, leading to issues of

congestion, competition, and potential interference, especially as our reliance on wire-

less technologies continues to grow [16]. Therefore, determining how to integrate the

considerable number of IoT devices effectively given the limited spectrum resources,

has become a pivotal aspect of developing future IoT networks.

Computation perspective: From a computational perspective, a myriad of

emerging applications powered by the IoT, such as facial recognition, participatory

sensing, and autonomous driving are producing an unprecedented volume of data

[17]. These computation-intensive applications play a substantial role in the explosive

growth of data production, thereby exerting significant strain on the data transmission

capacities of wireless IoT networks. Each of the devices in the IoT networks, however,

has limitations in terms of computation resources [18]. They may be highly effective

in their specific roles—sensing, actuating, and collecting data—but they lack the

capacity to fully process and interpret it on their own. This is where offloading

computational tasks to more powerful systems comes into play. Many IoT devices
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rely on larger, more capable systems to process their data. This offloading process

frees up resources for IoT devices to perform their core functions more efficiently.

In the case of connected cars, for example, the data they generate could be sent

to a cloud-based system for detailed analysis, while the car itself focuses on sensing

and actuating tasks. Once this data is offloaded, the cloud-based system usually with

extensive computation resources could process tasks much faster than the car itself

[19]. Though the task offloading process may introduce some transmission latency,

the overall latency is notably reduced thanks to rapid computational solving. Besides,

offloading tasks to a powerful remote server can enhance safety by enabling advanced

processing capabilities, such as real-time analysis of data from multiple cars to detect

and respond to potential hazards or providing access to more accurate and up-to-date

mapping and traffic information. Traditional data processing techniques often fall

short in handling such large quantities of data, especially in real-time. At this point,

advanced computational methods, including machine learning, data analytics, and

artificial intelligence, come into play [20]. Machine learning algorithms can identify

patterns and learn from the data without explicit programming, making them highly

effective at handling large data sets. By incorporating machine learning, the system

can significantly enhance its real-time decision-making capabilities for task offloading,

leading to improved efficiency and extended functionality.

Energy perspective: Most wireless IoT devices allow for maximum flexibility in

their placement and usage [21]. This flexibility has facilitated the deployment of IoT

devices in all sorts of environments, from homes and offices to factories. However,

the wireless nature of these devices often means they rely on batteries for power [22].

As many IoT devices are small and portable [23], these batteries also need to be
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compact, making the balance between battery size and lifespan a critical issue. This

is where low-energy consumption becomes a vital characteristic of IoT devices. The

low energy of these devices also contributes to the scalability of IoT systems. As

the number of devices increases, the collective energy consumption could, however,

become significant. Therefore, individual devices need to be as energy-efficient as

possible to make large-scale deployments viable. To achieve this energy efficiency, IoT

devices often use advanced, low-power computing components and communication

protocols [24]. In summary, the combination of wireless connectivity, battery power,

and low-energy operation is a critical trifecta in the design and deployment of IoT

devices. These characteristics enable the flexibility, versatility, and scalability of IoT

applications, making them a significant force in driving digital transformation across

various sectors of society and the economy.

1.2 Research Problems

In the previous section, we presented an overview of the wireless IoT network,

examining it from the perspectives of spectrum, computation, and energy. The po-

tential and utilization of wireless IoT networks remain somewhat constrained by the

effectiveness of various resource utilization strategies. In addition, advanced learning

methodologies, including artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms, have

been implemented to revolutionize traditional communication networks. A pertinent

question emerges when we consider the integration of IoT networks and learning

techniques: how can we implement the latter within IoT networks to enhance their

performance in the aspect of resource allocation? This question prompts us to delve
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into various resource allocation strategies. In this thesis, we focus on resource allo-

cation in wireless IoT systems, with a particular emphasis on addressing scarcity in

three key resources. We elaborate on these research challenges below.

In Chapter 3, we investigate a task offloading scheme in a multi-layer mobile com-

puting network including mobile devices (MDs), MEC servers (MSs), and a cloud

server (CS). Most existing works [25–27] only consider vertical task offloading schemes

where the task of each MD could be processed locally or offloaded to the MS, or fur-

ther offloaded to the CS from the MS. Recently, [28] proposed a two-dimensional

task offloading that included horizontal computation cooperation among the MSs.

However, none of them take into consideration device-to-device (D2D) [29], which

enables direct transmission between proximate devices without relaying information

through a base station (BS). D2D communication plays an integral role in enhanc-

ing low-latency communications, primarily due to its high transmission efficiency.

This efficiency becomes particularly beneficial when dealing with small-packet task

exchanges, which are often encountered in massive machine-type communications.

Consequently, the D2D cooperation in the multi-layer computing network proposed

in Chapter 3 allows the scheme to adapt to various task sizes, harvesting the benefits

of both edge/cloud servers for computation-intensive tasks and D2D cooperation for

small-packet ones.

In Chapter 4, we explore a green cell-free massive MIMO in the IoT network.

Cell-free massive MIMO can address degraded cell-edge performance by distributing

a number of antennas over a large geographic area and fully eliminating inter-cell in-

terference. Meanwhile, the widely distributed access points (APs) required more fron-

thaul links and more hardware-related power consumption, resulting in significantly
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degraded energy efficiency. Most related works, such as [30–32] consider strategies to

increase energy efficiency, primarily by optimizing the power allocation or AP selec-

tion. It is observed that some APs are potentially located far from user equipments

(UEs), so it might not be necessary to activate all APs all the time. However, none

of them simultaneously optimizes the power allocation and AP selection to maximize

the energy efficiency in cell-free Massive MIMO.

In Chapter 5, we investigate a low-latency online task offloading scheme in a mo-

bile computing network. NOMA allows multiple MDs to share the same sub-channel

by multiplexing their tasks in the power domain, thereby increasing throughput com-

pared to orthogonal multiple access (OMA). Therefore, NOMA in the mobile comput-

ing network has prompted a large number of studies in the past decade (see [33–35]

and references therein). However, the cost is the introduction of interference between

MDs, resulting in larger transmission latency. Only a few papers have considered

fully utilizing the sub-channels while reducing transmission latency. From the net-

work perspective, most related works, such as [36–38], only focused on the two-layer

NOMA-based mobile computing network where each MD can process its task locally

or offload it to its associated MS. Currently, a multi-layer mobile computing network

has been proposed [39], and the tasks could be further offloaded to a computation-

intensive CS. This multi-layer collaboration enables fast task processing for different

computing requirements, thereby significantly reducing the computation delay. To

the best of our knowledge, no one has ever considered the collaboration between an

effective NOMA scheme and a multi-layer mobile computing network to achieve a

low-latency online task offloading scheme.
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1.3 Contributions

In Chapter 3 (Publication [J1]), we consider a multi-layer cooperative computing

network by leveraging both D2D cooperation and horizontal edge cooperation. In

this framework, a task can be either executed locally or offloaded to proximate MDs,

collaborative MSs, or the CS. The joint task offloading and resource allocation can

be formulated as an mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem. To

obtain a global optimal solution, we develop a learning-based policy with much lower

complexity. Our main contributions can be summarized as follows.

• We propose a full-dimensional task offloading scheme by jointly optimizing the

task offloading and communication/computation resources and formulate it as

an MINLP problem.

• We resort to imitation learning and propose a GIRL variable selection pol-

icy. This approach solves the challenge that the reward function cannot be

appropriately designed as the branching order of variables cannot be known in

advance. Without sacrificing the global optimality, our approach could achieve

much lower complexity than the full strong branching (FSB).

• We develop a graph neural network (GNN) as a parameterized reward function

in the GIRL, which directly handles the graphic features in the enumeration

tree of the B&B algorithm. We further design an attention mechanism in the

GNN and incorporate self-imitation into the GIRL. This results in a strong

model generalization capability, empowering the GIRL to easily adapt to the

variations of the key network parameters without learning from scratch.
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• Simulations verify that the proposed GIRL can significantly accelerate the orig-

inal B&B algorithm. It achieves a much lower computational complexity com-

pared to the existing variable selection policies. Furthermore, our proposed

full-dimensional task offloading scheme achieves better performance than the

existing schemes in terms of average delay for all MDs.

In Chapter 4 (Publication [J2]), we develop a green energy scheme in downlink

cell-free massive MIMO where a subset of APs can be deactivated to sleep mode,

leading to reduced energy consumption without significantly impacting the quality

of service. We propose a learning-based online power allocation and AP selection to

minimize the total energy consumption. Our main contributions can be summarized

as follows.

• We develop a green energy scheme in downlink cell-free massive MIMO by

simultaneously optimizing power allocation and AP selection based on zero-

forcing (ZF) beamforming.

• We propose a new optimization algorithm, OSAC-G, which embeds non-convex

optimization into contemporary deep reinforcement learning (DRL) methods.

OSAC-G enables fast online power allocation and AP selection with significantly

lower computational complexity.

• We develop graph transformer networks (GTN) to empower OSAC-G to easily

adapt to the variations of the class II parameters without learning from scratch.

• Simulation results confirm that the green energy scheme outperforms the exist-

ing ones in terms of power consumption.
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In Chapter 5 (Publication [J3]), we aim to minimize the average delay across all

MDs by jointly optimizing task offloading and resource allocation, and we formulate a

non-convex optimization problem involving a number of discrete and continuous vari-

ables. We develop a learning-based algorithm to solve the formulated problem with

very low complexity, and the constraints could be satisfied with a high probability.

The main contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows:

• We develop a flexible approach, partial NOMA-based (PNOMA), by leveraging

the advantages of high throughput of NOMA and low interference of OMA,

resulting in low-latency transmission across various data sizes.

• We propose a PNOMA task offloading scheme in a multi-layer computing net-

work, which enables fast task processing for different computing requirements,

thereby significantly reducing the computation delay. We optimize the average

delay across all MDs by jointly optimizing task offloading and resource alloca-

tion.

• We propose an RPPO algorithm taking advantage of the DRL algorithm and

the reincarnating technique. RPPO can infer online the optimal task offloading

and resource allocation with a very low complexity. It is adaptive to system

parameter variations in the PNOMA-based multi-layer computing network.

• Simulation results indicate that the proposed scheme achieves a much lower

average delay than the existing ones, and it is shown that RPPO could signifi-

cantly outperform the conventional DRL.
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1.4 Thesis Outline

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 provides an introduction

to the theoretical concepts employed in the proposed schemes examined within this

thesis. The main contributions of this thesis are comprehensively detailed across

Chapters 3 to 5. In Chapter 3, we focus on inverse reinforcement learning based on

full-dimensional task offloading in the computing network. In Chapter 4, we develop

a green cell-free massive MIMO with an optimization-embedded deep reinforcement

learning approach. In Chapter 5, we propose a partial NOMA-based online task

offloading scheme in a multi-layer mobile edge computing network. Finally, Chapter

6 summarises this thesis and the major findings, followed by some concluding remarks

and future research directions.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Mobile Computing Network

The advent of the IoT has profoundly expanded the scope of mobile computing,

creating a resilient network encompassing a diverse spectrum of devices—from every-

day smartphones to high-capacity CSs [40]. This multifaceted mesh of interconnected

systems facilitates seamless integration and communication between various devices,

thereby enhancing efficiency and refining user experiences [41]. However, such a mul-

tifarious network is not devoid of challenges. Many tasks delegated to the mobile

computing network struggle with the intrinsic constraints of MDs, such as limited

computational capabilities, finite battery life, and inadequate memory storage [42].

In this section, we will conduct a comprehensive review of various ground-breaking

network paradigms pertinent to task offloading. A subsequent analysis will shed light

on their individual merits and shortcomings, providing a balanced perspective on this

critical aspect of contemporary mobile computing.

12
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Figure 2.1: A diagram of the mobile computing network.

2.1.1 Mobile Cloud Computing

Mobile cloud computing (MCC) merges cloud computing with the ubiquity of

MDs, enabling a powerful paradigm for modern network computing [43]. It leverages

the immense processing power of CSs to augment the capabilities of MDs, especially

those with inherent computational limitations [44]. Several cloud entities have been

successful in transforming into viable commercial services. Notable companies such

as Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud, and Amazon Web Services have pioneered offer-

ings that allow mobile users to rent combined storage and computational platforms

[45]. These platforms can run custom mobile applications, broadening the acces-

sibility to high-powered computing resources. As a result, even devices with basic

specifications are capable of running complex applications that demand substantial
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computational power and storage. This is possible because the bulk of the process-

ing tasks are offloaded to the cloud, allowing for more efficient utilization of mobile

device resources. MCC offers numerous advantages over local task computing, in-

cluding extended battery lifetime, enhanced computational capability, and improved

data storage. Nevertheless, it is important to recognize the challenges, particularly

in the context of task offloading. The remote location of the CS can introduce high

transmission latency, potentially affecting the real-time responsiveness of applications

and services [46].

2.1.2 Mobile Edge Computing

MEC has emerged as a transformative technique designed to enable delay-sensitive

applications. It addresses critical latency and energy-efficiency demands in the mod-

ern network ecosystem by deploying MSs in close proximity to MDs. In a typical

MEC architecture, MSs act as immediate computational resources for MDs, thereby

facilitating task offloading. This proximate placement of MSs significantly reduces

transmission delay and energy consumption, which are two paramount concerns in

network efficiency. Consequently, this reduction not only alleviates traffic congestion

but also enhances the quality of service (QoS) across the entire network. The concept

of task offloading is not novel and has been the subject of numerous research efforts,

as evidenced by the literature [47–49]. However, earlier work in this field has primar-

ily concentrated on a method known as vertical task offloading. In this approach,

tasks originating from an MD could only be offloaded to its directly associated MS

or a CS. This focus on vertical relationships underscores the specialization of earlier

techniques, highlighting a key aspect of MEC ongoing evolution.
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In [50], the authors focus on a D2D-assisted vertical MEC system. They aimed

to minimize the average response cost by developing a method that jointly optimizes

the processes of offloading, transmission scheduling, and computation allocation. The

integration of these aspects results in an efficient mechanism for handling computa-

tional tasks within the network. Similarly, the authors of [51] worked on maximizing

the aggregate offloading benefits in vertical MEC systems, specifically exploring the

trade-offs between delay and energy consumption. Their methodology is grounded

on the optimization of D2D pairing within the system, presenting a solution that bal-

ances efficiency and performance. Another important contribution is found in [52],

where the work is centered on minimizing computation latency in a three-layer vertical

MEC network. The authors jointly optimize different layers with D2D cooperation, a

strategy that results in a more responsive and streamlined computing network. De-

spite the significant advancements in these studies, a common limitation is that they

primarily focus on the synergy between D2D communication and edge computing.

They tend to overlook the potential computational capacity of collaborative MSs, an

aspect that might be pivotal in further enhancing the efficiency of such systems.

2.2 Massive Multiple-input Multiple-output

Massive MIMO technology represents a forefront innovation in the field of wireless

communications, serving as an essential component in IoT networks [53]. These

networks comprise a diverse array of devices that vary in size and function, including

everything from miniature sensors to substantial appliances. All these devices are

interlinked, enabling seamless communication and data exchange. In an era marked

by a ceaseless rise in the demand for higher data rates, superior coverage, and minimal
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latency, the integration of massive MIMO technology within wireless IoT networks

has become not just relevant but increasingly vital. The deployment of this cutting-

edge technology promises to enhance connectivity and promote efficiency, thereby

playing a pivotal role in shaping the future of wireless communication.

Massive MIMO utilizes a large number of antennas at the BS to support a mul-

titude of user devices. It allows the system to simultaneously communicate with

multiple devices, greatly improving the spectral efficiency, data rate, and network ca-

pacity [54]. This makes it an excellent fit for IoT networks, where a myriad of devices

need to be connected, often with varying data transmission requirements. Another

key feature of massive MIMO in the context of IoT is its ability to enhance over-

all network reliability without requiring additional bandwidth or power. This makes

massive MIMO a highly energy-efficient and cost-effective solution for improving wire-

less IoT communications, a significant advantage in IoT networks where devices often

run on limited power supply. Massive MIMO technology comes in various types such

as multi-cell and cell-free.

2.2.1 Multi-cell Massive MIMO

Multi-cell massive MIMO is a typical MIMO technology where BSs are equipped

with a large number of antenna elements that are used to serve multiple users simul-

taneously [55]. The key premise of multi-cell massive MIMO is that by leveraging

the spatial domain, the system can deliver better signal quality and more efficient

use of the spectrum. In a multi-cell environment, this approach enables spatial mul-

tiplexing, allowing for significantly higher spectral and energy efficiency compared to

traditional MIMO networks. Multi-cell Massive MIMO utilizes the full potential of
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Figure 2.2: A comparison between (a) Multi-cell massive MIMO and (b) Cell-free
massive MIMO.

spatial multiplexing by coordinating the transmission and reception of signals among

multiple cells. Moreover, this technology allows for beamforming [56], the process of

focusing a wireless signal toward a specific device, which improves connection quality

and reduces interference. By dynamically adjusting the phases and amplitudes of the

transmitted signals, multi-cell massive MIMO enables precise beamforming, which

results in superior wireless coverage and higher data rates.

While multi-cell massive MIMO offers substantial benefits, there are some draw-

backs associated with its implementation in wireless IoT networks. The first challenge

is inter-cell interference, a consequence of simultaneous communications across dif-

ferent cells. It can degrade the network performance by reducing signal quality, and

hence the overall efficiency of the system. Second, the implementation of multi-cell

massive MIMO involves complex signal processing algorithms to handle large-scale

data and interference management. This adds to the computational burden and ne-

cessitates powerful and costly hardware. Finally, although multi-cell massive MIMO
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is known to enhance energy efficiency, the energy consumption associated with the

use of numerous antennas and the complex processing they require cannot be over-

looked [57]. This becomes especially crucial in IoT networks, where devices often run

on limited power resources. Despite these challenges, multi-cell massive MIMO con-

tinues to play a significant role in wireless IoT networks, with ongoing research aimed

at overcoming these issues to further improve the potential of this transformative

technology.

2.2.2 Cell-free Massive MIMO

Cell-free Massive MIMO represents a transformative evolution in wireless com-

munication [58]. Conventional multi-cell massive MIMO segregates the network into

different cell areas, each served by a BS. On this basis, a multi-cell MIMO system is

limited by cell-centric design with inherent inter-cell interference. In contrast, cell-

free Massive MIMO involves a large-scale deployment of APs scattered throughout

the service area and serving the UE in a cooperative, cell-less fashion. This decen-

tralized structure leverages the power of Massive MIMO, which uses a high number

of antennas at each access point to enhance the network spatial multiplexing and

beamforming capabilities.

In this case, the concepts of “cell” and “cell edges” are no longer relevant, and

it mitigates issues like inter-cell interference and handover complexities [59]. Conse-

quently, significantly increased spectral efficiency and system capacity can be achieved.

Moreover, the distributed nature of APs in a cell-free system can provide a consistent

and high-quality signal strength, improving the reliability and robustness of wireless
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Figure 2.3: A comparison between (a) OMA and (b) NOMA.

networks [60]. Besides, some antennas are potentially closer to the UEs in the cell-

free massive MIMO configuration, which yields a higher degree of macro-diversity

and lower path losses.

For IoT networks, which typically feature numerous low-power devices spread

over a large area, cell-free Massive MIMO offers a unique set of advantages. It allows

the system to serve multiple devices simultaneously, increasing network capacity and

energy efficiency – key factors in IoT applications. It also provides a more uniform

service experience, an aspect that is crucial in scenarios where IoT devices need to

communicate reliably.

2.3 Multiple Access

Multiple Access refers to the ability of multiple users to simultaneously share the

same communication channel [61]. It is a fundamental concept in telecommunications

that enables the efficient use of the available spectrum, making it possible for several

users to communicate over the same frequency band.
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2.3.1 Orthogonal Multiple Access

In the first generation (1G) mobile communication system, frequency-division

multiple access (FDMA) was the predominant method, which allocated individual

frequency bands to different users [62]. The second generation (2G) introduced time-

division multiple access (TDMA) [63], where users were given alternating time slots

on the same frequency channel, thereby allowing a more efficient utilization of band-

width. Code-division multiple access (CDMA) [64] became a significant advancement

in 2G and continued into the third generation (3G), as it used unique codes to separate

users’ communications on the same frequency, further improving capacity and reduc-

ing interference. The fourth generation (4G) adopted orthogonal frequency-division

multiple access (OFDMA) [65], a method that subdivides a channel into multiple or-

thogonal sub-carriers, offering even more efficient frequency utilization and enabling

higher data rates. Each of these access schemes has played a vital role in enhancing

the capacity, efficiency, and functionality of their respective generations of cellular

networks.

All these conventional multiple access schemes fall under the category of OMA

technologies. In these systems, different users are assigned orthogonal resources in

time, frequency, or code domains to reduce multiple access interference [66]. This

helps maintain a stable connection for each user. However, OMA schemes have limi-

tations, particularly when supporting massive connectivity with diverse QoS require-

ments. Due to system constraints, users with superior channel quality are given higher

priority, while those with inferior channel quality must wait their turn. This disparity

leads to significant unfairness and increased latency in the system. Furthermore, the

allocation of a degree of freedom exclusively to users with poor channel quality is
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an inefficient use of system resources. The situation can exacerbate inequalities in

the network, resulting in sub-optimal performance and dissatisfaction among users.

Strategies to enhance system efficiency and fairness should be explored to overcome

these challenges.

2.3.2 Non-orthogonal Multiple Access

NOMA system is regarded as a crucial technology for fifth-generation (5G) and

beyond [67] due to its high spectral efficiency, massive connectivity, low latency, and

high user fairness [68]. NOMA improves spectrum utilization and user connectivity,

pivotal in a world of growing data demands and increased device connectivity. As

shown in Fig. 2.3, this innovative access method marks a significant departure from

traditional OMA techniques that face scalability limitations as the number of devices

in a network increases. Unlike conventional OMA schemes where users are separated

in time, frequency, or code domain, NOMA serves multiple users in the same resource

block. According to the domain of multiplexing, existing NOMA could be classified

into two categories, i.e., code domain multiplexing and power domain multiplexing

[69].

NOMA techniques within the code domain, including approaches like low-density

spreading (LDS), sparse code multiple access (SCMA), and pattern division multiple

access (PDMA) [70–72], use coding and spreading methods to introduce redundancy.

This redundancy aids in the separation of users at the receiver, making the process

more robust and efficient. In the code domain NOMA, superposition coding is used

in the transmitter to send signals to multiple users over the same time and frequency
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resource. This method employs superposition coding at the transmitter, which capi-

talizes on the different power levels to transmit signals concurrently. At the receiving

end, successive interference cancellation (SIC) [73] is applied to mitigate inter-user

interference, thus enhancing the overall performance of the system. Implementing

code domain NOMA also has challenges. The complexity of the receiver increases

due to the need for advanced signal processing techniques. Furthermore, error prop-

agation in the signal decoding process can degrade the performance of weaker users.

Power domain NOMA represents a more streamlined approach when compared to

code domain NOMA, requiring only minor modifications in the physical layer opera-

tions at the transmitter side [74]. This simplicity is enhanced by the power domain

NOMA’s ability to facilitate more flexible resource allocation. Relaxing the orthogo-

nality requirement can lead to significant improvements in various aspects of NOMA

performance, including spectral efficiency, energy efficiency, and user fairness across

the network.

In the realm of IoT, where countless devices demand simultaneous connectivity,

NOMA can substantially improve both the system’s capacity and spectral efficiency.

This technology presents an intriguing solution for catering to the immense connectiv-

ity requirements of Machine-Type Communications (MTC) [75] and D2D communi-

cation [76] within the complex IoT landscape. Implementing NOMA in IoT networks

is not without its hurdles. Challenges such as intricate user pairing [77], sophisticated

power allocation [78], and the prerequisite for flawless channel state information (CSI)

[79] must be carefully addressed. Despite these obstacles, the promise of NOMA is

undiminished. It stands poised to transform the wireless IoT framework, paving the

way for the comprehensive establishment of next-generation networks, including but
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not limited to 5G technologies and beyond [80]. This innovation could mark a signif-

icant milestone in achieving the seamless integration and efficiency that the future of

communication demands.



Chapter 3

Inverse Reinforcement Learning
with Graph Neural Networks for
Full-Dimensional Task Offloading
in Edge Computing

In this chapter, we consider an efficient task offloading strategy to meet the grow-

ing demand for scarce communication and network resources, a need generated by

ubiquitous IoT applications. To tackle this problem, we incorporate D2D com-

munication into the multi-layer computing network and propose a full-dimensional

task offloading scheme by jointly optimizing task offloading decisions and compu-

tation/communication resource allocation. We formulate it as an MINLP problem,

where the optimal B&B algorithm features an extremely high complexity. To address

this challenge, we propose GIRL to generate a new variable selection policy. Without

sacrificing the global optimality, the GIRL can directly infer the variable selection

with a much lower complexity, significantly accelerating the original B&B algorithm.

Simulation results show that the GIRL achieves a lower complexity without sacri-

ficing global optimality. Furthermore, our proposed full-dimensional task offloading

scheme achieves better performance than the existing schemes.

24
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3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Multi-layer Mobile Computing Network

The ubiquitous IoT is envisioned to connect billions of mobile sensors, manufac-

turing machines, smart devices, industrial utilities, etc., entailing a high demand for

scarce communication and network resources [81]. Furthermore, many emerging IoT-

enabled computation-intensive applications, such as face recognition, participatory

sensing, and autonomous driving [82] [83], generate an unprecedented volume of data

for pattern recognition. However, MDs are usually limited by their computation re-

sources and battery life. Featured by abundant computation and storage resources,

MCC [84] facilitates the handling of computing-intensive tasks via task offloading

from MDs. However, due to the remote location of the CS, the task offloading will

inevitably introduce high transmission latency [46].

As a transformative technique, MEC [8] is proposed to enable delay-sensitive

applications. Typically, MSs are deployed much closer to MDs for task offloading,

which significantly reduces transmission delay and energy consumption. This helps

decrease traffic congestion and improve the QoS of the whole network. Many task

offloading schemes have been proposed in the literature. Earlier work focuses on

vertical task offloading, where tasks from an MD can only be offloaded to its associated

MS or CS. The authors in [85] consider a multi-user multi-layer mobile computing

network (MD-MS-CS), and aim to minimize the energy cost, computation, and delay

for all MDs. In [27], the authors strive to minimize the energy consumption for

delay-constrained applications, where the task offloading and resource allocation are

jointly optimized in a hierarchical network architecture. The authors in [86] propose a
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greedy optimization approach to minimize communication costs in an MEC network

where low computing but high communication capabilities are needed. Recently,

some works [28] [87] have focused on a two-dimensional task offloading scheme where

horizontal cooperation between MSs is considered in a multi-layer network. In [28],

the authors propose an alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) method

to minimize the average task delay in a multi-layer MEC network with vertical and

horizontal edge computing cooperation. The authors in [87] propose a Gaussian

process imitation learning (GPIL) method to minimize the average task delay subject

to communication/computation resources and energy consumption constraints.

The rapid emergence of new IoT applications such as augmented reality (AR)

and mobile healthcare [88] introduce a large number of tasks with a relatively small

packet size. In this case, MDs need to frequently offload their tasks to MSs, result-

ing in increased latency and degraded energy efficiency due to significant wireless

communication overhead between MDs and MSs. Recently, D2D communication has

been proposed as a promising technology in 5G and beyond networks [76], where

the core idea is to enable direct transmission between proximate devices, without

relaying information through the BS. Therefore, D2D can enable low-latency commu-

nications with a significantly increased transmission efficiency, especially suitable for

small-packet task exchanges in massive machine-type communications [89].

In this chapter, we incorporate D2D communication into the multi-layer comput-

ing network and propose a new full-dimensional task offloading scheme by jointly

optimizing task offloading decisions and communication/computation resources. In

the presence of both D2D cooperation and horizontal edge cooperation, a task can

be either executed locally or offloaded to proximate MDs, collaborative MSs, or the
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cloud server. In this case, this scheme can be adaptive to various task sizes, harvesting

the benefits of both edge/cloud servers for computation-intensive tasks and D2D co-

operation for small-packet ones. Mathematically, we formulate the full-dimensional

task offloading into an MINLP problem, which involves mutually coupled discrete

(task offloading decisions) and continuous variables (communication and computa-

tion resource allocation). However, an MINLP problem is usually NP-hard and no

optimal solution can be found by a polynomial-time algorithm. This calls for efficient

strategies that scale favorably with the MINLP problem size.

3.1.2 Solutions to MINLP Problems

Several contemporary methods are available to potentially solve the MINLP prob-

lems. The branch-and-bound (B&B) algorithm [90] is a global exhaustive search

method that achieves a global optimal solution and provides the performance upper

bound, but its computational complexity is prohibitively high with a large number of

discrete variables. Consequently, some heuristic optimization algorithms with a low

complexity were proposed in the literature. The typical ones in [91] include genetic

algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO), and relaxation-based

algorithm. These algorithms are fast in solving MINLP problems. However, they are

sub-optimal due to their heuristic nature, and the performance gap with the optimal

B&B algorithm is difficult to quantify.

In addition, many related works are focused on optimization-based methods to

solve optimization problems in multi-layer computing networks. In [92], authors

jointly optimize task partitioning and user association in a multi-layer computing net-

work. The formulated problem is divided into two subproblems, where the first one
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is solved directly under a given user association. The second one is solved by a dual

decomposition-based method. In [93], a long-term problem is formulated in a two-

layer computing network. It is solved by a regularization and rounding-based method

including two sequential phases, where the long-term problem is decomposed series of

one-shot fractional problems in the first phase, and the fractional solution is rounded

to an integer solution by a dependent rounding scheme in the second phase. In [94],

an enders-decomposition-based method is proposed to solve the resource allocation

problem, and a significant number of iterations are involved rendering the method

of significant complexity. However, these three optimization-based decomposition

methods are developed for specific formulated problems in a multi-layer computing

network, and cannot be directly applied to solve our MINLP problem. Besides, these

methods involve a large number of iterations and suffer significant complexity.

Reinforcement learning (RL) [95], which involves an agent making observations

and taking actions within an environment to receive rewards, offers a potential av-

enue to the MINLP problem. However, the MINLP problem combines discrete and

continuous variables, which makes it difficult for RL to directly handle a large mixed

action space. Furthermore, the MINLP problem involves a number of constraints,

and RL cannot guarantee the strict satisfaction of these constraints. Besides, many

related works are focused on ML-based methods in multi-layer computing networks.

The authors in [96] propose a deep neural network (DNN) based method to minimize

the energy consumption of all the user equipment in the edge computing network.

In [97], authors propose a DRL-based online offloading algorithm to maximize the

sum computation rate in a two-layer computing network. The authors in [98] utilize

a DRL method to optimize resource scheduling aiming to minimize the task latency
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of the tasks. However, the above methods decompose the original MINLP problem

into a sub-problem with discrete variables addressed by the ML-based method, and

the other sub-problem with continuous variables addressed by classical optimization

algorithms. The optimality might not be guaranteed due to the decomposition (i.e.

not joint optimization).

As the B&B algorithm can offer a global optimal solution to the MINLP prob-

lem but at the cost of usually unacceptable complexity, in this chapter, we develop

a new approach to significantly accelerate the B&B algorithm. Basically, the B&B

has three fundamental policies, namely, node pruning, node selection, and variable

selection policies [90]. Node selection and pruning policies determine which node

is pruned or preserved in the enumeration tree. Consequently, the major efforts in

accelerating the B&B algorithm are placed on improving the efficiency of these two

policies by various heuristic algorithms. On the other hand, it is worth noting that

the variable selection policy determines the order of the variables for branching, also

having a significant impact on the size of the enumeration tree. The FSB policy [99],

as the optimal variable selection policy of the original B&B algorithm, can achieve

a minimum size of an enumeration tree. However, the associated variable selection

process is prohibitively tedious, especially for a large number of variables. This hin-

ders its implementation for our multi-layer full-dimensional task offloading scheme.

Under the umbrella of the B&B algorithm, we leverage the learning mechanism to

generate a new variable selection policy referred to as inverse reinforcement learning

with graph neural networks (GIRL), aiming to achieve a comparable performance but

with a significantly lower complexity relative to the FSB.
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3.1.3 Organization

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We first provide system model and

formulate an MINLP problem in Section 3.2. Then, we introduce the B&B algorithm

in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, we elaborate on the design of the proposed GIRL

variable selection policy for accelerating the B&B algorithm. Furthermore, we develop

an attention GNN as the parameterized reward function in Section 3.5. On this basis,

in Section 3.6, we propose the self-imitation to enhance the model generalization

capability, which is followed by performance optimization and complexity analysis.

We provide the simulation results in Section 3.7. Finally, we give the conclusions in

Section 3.8.

3.2 System Model

3.2.1 System Model

As shown in Fig. 3.1, we consider a multi-layer mobile computing network in-

cluding N MDs indexed by the set N = {1, 2, ..., N}, M MSs indexed by the set

M = {1, 2, ...,M} and a CS. The D2D communication between MDs and the com-

munication between MD and its associated MS are through a wireless network. The

inter-connected communication between MSs is through a wired network, and each

MS is connected to the CS via a backhaul wired network.

In our three-level full-dimensional cooperation architecture, MD i ∈ N has a

computation task Qi = {Di, Ci}, where Di is the data size and Ci is the required

computation resources (in CPU cycles). Specifically, Qi can be processed locally

(Level 0 local computing) or by an adjacent peer MD j ∈ N̂i = {N \ i} (Level 0 D2D
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Figure 3.1: Multi-layer mobile computing network with full-dimensional task offload-
ing scheme.

cooperation computing) when MD j has extra computing resources. Alternatively,

the task Qi can be offloaded to the associated MS li ∈ M. From here, the task can

be either processed locally (Level 1 vertical edge computing), or forwarded to the

other free MSs k ∈ M̂i = {M\ li} (Level 1 horizontal edge computing). In addition,

the task could be offloaded to the CS for processing (Level 2 cloud computing). In

summary, the task offloading binary decision could be classified as the following five

indicators

• Level 0 local computing indicator xi,i ∈ {0, 1}: task Qi is processed by the MD

i when xi,i = 1.

• Level 0 D2D cooperation computing indicator xi,j ∈ {0, 1}: task Qi is processed
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by the peer MD j when xi,j = 1.

• Level 1 vertical edge computing indicator yi,li ∈ {0, 1}: task Qi is vertically

offloaded to the associate MS li for processing when yi,li = 1.

• Level 1 horizontal edge computing indicator yi,k ∈ {0, 1}: task Qi is forwarded

to the MS k by MS li horizontally for processing when yi,k = 1.

• Level 2 cloud computing indicator zi ∈ {0, 1}: task Qi is offloaded to the CS

for processing when zi = 1.

Overall, the offloading decision for the task Qi could be constrained by

xi,i +
∑
j∈N̂i

xi,j +
∑
k∈M

yi,k + zi = 1. (3.2.1)

3.2.2 Communication Model

In this chapter, the communication model consists of the wireless link and the

wired link. The communication of level 0 D2D cooperation computing and level 1

vertical edge computing is through the wireless link. For level 0 D2D cooperation,

the data rate between MD i and the peer MD j could be calculated as

ri,j = bi log

(
1 +

pigi,j∑
i′∈N̂i pi′gi′,j + σ2

)
, (3.2.2)

where bi is the allocated bandwidth of MD i, pi is the transmission power, gi,j is the

channel gain between MD i and the peer MD j, and σ2 is the power of the additive

white Gaussian noise. Here,
∑

i′∈N̂i pi′gi′,j represents the interference caused by D2D

transmission.

Similarly, for the level 1 vertical transmission, the uplink data rate between the
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MD i and associated MS li could be calculated as

ri,li = bi log

(
1 +

pigi,li∑
i′∈Uli ,i

′ 6=i pi′gi′,li + σ2

)
, (3.2.3)

where Uli is the set of MDs associated to MS li, and
∑

i′∈Uli ,i
′ 6=i pi′gi′,li represents the

interference from MDs that offload resources to MS li. The total bandwidth for MS k

should not exceed its maximum bandwidth capacity Bmax
k , so we have the constraint∑

i∈Uk

bi ≤ Bmax
k , (3.2.4)

where Uk is the set of MDs associated to MS k. With the data rate, the transmission

delay could be calculated as

dtr
i,(·) =

Di

ri,(·)
, (·) ∈ {j, li}, (3.2.5)

and the corresponding energy consumption could be obtained as

etr
i,(·) = dtr

i,(·)p
tr
i , (·) ∈ {j, li}. (3.2.6)

For level 1 horizontal edge computing, task Qi is transmitted from MS li to MS

k ∈ M̂i via the wired link, commonly established through an optical fiber connection

with a notably high link capacity. This round-trip delay is denoted as drrt
i,k which could

be assumed to be fixed and estimated with the historical data beforehand [100]. For

level 2 cloud computing, task Qi would be offloaded from MS li to the CS via the

backhaul wired link, and this transmission delay is denoted as dbc.

3.2.3 Computation Model

Level 0 Local Computation with D2D Cooperation

In Level 0, task Qi could be processed locally or by a peer MD with D2D cooper-

ation. For local computing, the required computation delay for Qi could be obtained
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as

dL
i = dcomp

i =
Ci
fL
i

, (3.2.7)

where fL
i is the computation capability of the local MD i (in CPU frequency). The

corresponding energy consumption for processing Qi could be obtained as

eL
i = dL

i p
L
i , (3.2.8)

where pL
i is the computation power of the local MD i (in watt).

For the D2D cooperation computing, task Qi is transferred from MD i to the peer

MD j ∈ N̂i for processing, and the total delay dD
i is composed of the computation

delay dcomp
j and the transmission delay dtr

i,j, and we have

dD
i = dtr

i,j + dcomp
j . (3.2.9)

Also, the energy consumption for this D2D cooperation could be calculated as

eD
i = dtr

i,jp
tr
i + dcomp

j pL
j . (3.2.10)

Level 1 Edge Computation with Horizontal Edge Cooperation

In Level 1, task Qi is vertically offloaded to its associated MS li, and then it can

be processed by MS li itself or other MS k ∈ M̂i with horizontal edge cooperation.

For vertical edge computing, the required computation delay for Qi in MS li could be

calculated as

dcomp
i,li

=
Ci
fi,li

, (3.2.11)

where fi,li is the computation capability of MS li for task Qi. And the total delay

dV
i,li

for vertical edge computing consists of the transmission delay dtr
i,li

between MD

i and MS li and the computation delay dcomp
i,li

. Combining (3.2.11) and Section 3.2.2,

we can obtain

dV
i,li

= dtr
i,li

+ dcomp
i,li

. (3.2.12)
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Similarly, for the horizontal edge computing between MS li and the MS K, the total

delay dH
i,k is composed of the computation delay for task Qi in MS k (dcomp

i,k = Ci
fi,k

),

the transmission delay dtr
i,li

between from MD i to MS li, and the round-trip delay

drrt
li,k

between MSs li and k, and we have

dH
i,k = dtr

i,li
+ drrt

li,k
+ dcomp

i,k . (3.2.13)

Besides, for MS k, the sum of the computation resource allocated to all MDs in N

should not be more than its total computational capacity fmax
k , and we have∑

i∈N

fi,k ≤ fmax
k , k ∈M. (3.2.14)

Level 2 Cloud Computation

In Level 2, task Qi is first transmitted to the associated MS li, and then it is

transmitted to the CS. The required computation delay by the CS could be obtained

as

dcomp
i,c =

Ci
fi,c

, (3.2.15)

where fi,c is the computation capability of the CS, which is a predetermined value

according to the cloud computing service [84]. And the CS has a sufficiently large

capacity than those of MSs, so we have fi,c � fi,k. Here, the total delay for the cloud

computation is composed of the transmission delay dtr
i,li

, the backhaul delay dBC, and

the computation delay dcomp
i,c , and we have

dC
i,c = dtr

i,li
+ dBC + dcomp

i,c . (3.2.16)
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3.2.4 Problem Formulation

Here, we formulate the joint task offloading and resource allocation problem1 to

minimize the average delay for all MDs subject to communication, computation, and

energy constraints. Accordingly, the full-dimensional task offloading optimization

problem is formulated as

P : min
x,y,z,f ,b

∑
i∈N

(
xi,id

comp
i +

∑
j∈N̂i

xi,j(d
tr
i,j + dcomp

j ) + yi,li(d
rmtr
i,li

+ dcomp
i,li

)

+
∑
k∈M̂i

yi,k(d
tr
i,li

+ drrt
li,k

+ dcomp
i,k ) + zi(d

tr
i,li

+ dBC + dcomp
i,c )

)
, (3.2.17)

s.t. xi,id
comp
i +

∑
j∈N̂i

xi,jd
tr
i,jp

tr
i +

(
1−

∑
j∈N

xi,j

)
dtr
i,li
ptr
i ≤ emax

i , (3.2.17a)

xi,i +
∑
j∈N̂i

xi,j +
∑
k∈M

yi,k + zi = 1, (3.2.17b)

∑
i∈Uk

bi ≤ Bmax
k , bi > 0, (3.2.17c)

∑
i∈N

fi,k ≤ fmax
k , fi,k > 0, k ∈M, (3.2.17d)

x,y, z ∈ {0, 1}, (3.2.17e)

where x = [x1,1, ..., x1,N , ..., xN,1, ..., xN,N ]T , y = [y1,1, ..., y1,M , ..., yN,1, ..., yN,M ]T , z =

[z1, ..., zN ]T , f = [f1,1, ..., f1,M , ..., fN,1, ..., fN,M ]T , and b = [b1, ..., bN ]T . For conve-

nience, we denote the discrete task offloading as α = [xT ,yT , zT ]T , and resource

allocation as β = [fT ,bT ]T . The objective function O(α,β) and C(α,β) in (3.2.17)

represents the total delay for all MDs subject to constraints C(α,β) in (3.2.17a)-

(3.2.17e). In practice, a centralized controller executes the optimization algorithm to

solve P . The controller is much closer to MSs than to the CS benefiting from low

1Note that a single objective (average latency) is considered in this chapter. Our algorithm could
also be adopted to solve the multi-objective problem by transforming it into a single objective [101].
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latency transmission via high-speed wired links. The controller requires two types of

information: system information (e.g., local computation capability fL
i , local energy

capability emax
i , MS computation capability Bmax

k , and CS computation capability

fi,k) and task-related information (e.g., data size Di, channel gain between MD and

the associated MS gi,li , and channel gains between MDs {gi,j | j = 1, · · · , N}). The

controller has pre-stored the system information, so it only needs to collect task-

related information, typically in kilobytes (KB), which leads to a very low latency of

probing. Therefore, the latency of probing is not considered in P .

The problem P is an MINLP with discrete variables α and continuous variables

β. In fact, P consists of 2N(N+M+1) sub-problems. In other words, its computational

complexity increases exponentially with the dimension of α. As one of the state-of-

the-art algorithms, B&B can find a global optimal solution to P , and it can fathom

sub-problems with relaxations to control the exponential nature of the search. Be-

sides, due to constraint (3.2.17b), the complexity of the original B&B can be further

reduced. For example, if xi,j = 1, naturally we have yi,j = 0 and zi = 0. Therefore,

in the worst case, the complexity has been reduced to solving 2N(M+1) sub-problems.

Despite the complexity reduction, it is still of exponential nature. Consequently,

no optimal solution could be found by a polynomial-time algorithm. Therefore, our

optimization problem P is NP-hard. To address this challenge, we translate our for-

mulated P to the optimization problem P ′ which is suitable to be solved with the

B&B algorithm. Specifically, we can translate P into
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P ′ : min
x,y,z,f ,b

∑
i∈N

(∑
j∈N

x2
i,j

(Di

ri,j
+
Ci
fL
i

)
+ y2

i,li

( Di

ri,li
+

Ci
fi,li

)
+
∑
k∈M̂i

(
y2
i,k

( Di

ri,li
+
Ci
fi,k

)
+ yi,kd

rrt
li,k

)
+ z2

i

( Di

ri,li
+
Ci
fi,c

)
+ zid

BC
)
, (3.2.18)

s.t. x2
i,i

Cip
L
i

fL
i

+
∑
j∈N

x2
i,j

Dip
tr
i

ri,j
+
(
y2
i,li

+
∑
k∈M̂i

y2
i,k + z2

i

)Dip
tr
i

ri,li
≤ emax

i , (3.2.18a)

∑
j∈N

xi,j +
∑
k∈M

yi,k + zi = 1, (3.2.18b)

∑
i∈Uk

bi ≤ Bmax
k , bi > 0, (3.2.18c)

∑
i∈N

fi,k ≤ fmax
k , fi,k > 0, k ∈M, (3.2.18d)

x,y, z ∈ {0, 1}, (3.2.18e)

where we assume that ri,i = ∞ (dtr
i,i = 0), and the local computing could be a

special D2D cooperation. For the binary variables x, y and z, we implement the

quadratic expression x2, y2 and z2 to replace them. As a result, the form like xi,j
Ci
fL
i

is translated to a convex function x2
i,j

Ci
fL
i

. When binary variables α are relaxed, P ′ is a

convex optimization problem. Though we can obtain the optimal solution of P ′ with

the B&B algorithm, there are 2N(M+1) sub-problems to be solved in the worst case

and the computational complexity is extremely high. This calls for efficient strategies

that scale favorably with the problem size.

3.3 Branch-And-Bound Algorithm

In this section, we introduce the B&B algorithm, an optimal approach to solving

combinatorial optimization MINLP problems, and provide an example to illustrate

the process of the B&B algorithm. Then, we introduce the variable selection policy
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Figure 3.2: An example of the B&B algorithm. (a) The variable α1 is first selected
to branch. (b) The variable α2 is first selected to branch.

of the B&B algorithm.

3.3.1 Workflow of the Branch-and-Bound Algorithm

The B&B algorithm, combining a diverse mixture of heuristics, is capable of solv-

ing reasonably sized MINLP problems within an acceptable time duration while guar-

anteeing optimality. The key idea is to sequentially partition the original MINLP

problem into smaller problems with relaxations to control the exponential nature of

the search. The B&B algorithm determines the discrete variables via a recursive

method, The B&B algorithm could be represented as an enumeration tree composed

of multiple edges and nodes (e.g., the enumeration tree shown in Fig. 3.2(a)). The

nodes in the enumeration tree consist of a root node (e.g., node 0) and multiple sub-

tree nodes (e.g., nodes 1-6). The root node comes from the relaxed original MINLP

problem by relaxing all the discrete variables to continuous ones, and it corresponds

to a convex nonlinear programming problem (NLP), which can be solved by many
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convex optimization algorithms such as the interior-point method [102]. The enumer-

ation tree starts at the root node, and then sub-tree nodes are added sequentially

until the optimal solution is found. The construction complies with three policies:

node selection policy, node pruning policy, and variable selection policy all to be

elaborated later.

Node selection policy determines which node to process, and is commonly based

on search methods, such as depth-first search and best-first search [90]. Assume that

the l-th node first pops out from the unbranched node list, denoted by Ln, based on

a node selection policy. Here, the general MINLP problem can be expressed by

min
α,β

O(α,β) s.t. (α,β) ∈ Fl, (3.3.1)

where Fl represents the feasible set of the problem at l-th node. The optimal solution

of (3.3.1) is denoted as {α∗(l),β∗(l)}, and its corresponding optimal objective value

is denoted as Ξ∗(Fl). We further denote the lower bound of Ξ∗(Fl) as Ξlb(Fl).

Meanwhile, we denote the upper bound of Ξ∗(Fl) as Ξub that is updated iteratively.

Clearly, we have

Ξlb(Fl) ≤ Ξ∗(Fl) ≤ Ξub. (3.3.2)

Next, we elaborate on the node selection, node pruning, as well as the rule to update

Ξub. Initially, Ξub is assumed to be infinity. Then, the pruning policy would determine

whether this node will be fathomed if one of the following three conditions is met.

(1) (3.3.1) is infeasible. (2) Ξlb(Fl) > Ξub, which means that all solutions of child

nodes below cannot be better than Ξub in this branch. (3) Ξlb(Fl) < Ξub and all

variables in α∗(l) are integers, which means that α∗(l) is the optimal solution in this

enumeration tree. In the meantime, the upper bound is updated as Ξlb(Fl) → Ξub.

If the l-th node is reserved, there will be some variables that need to be branched,
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and they constitute an unbranched variable list Lv.

The next step in the B&B algorithm is the variable selection process. In this

process, we need to determine which fractional variable in Lv should be selected for

further branching. The variable αn is chosen based on the variable selection policy

to be elaborated in Section 3.3.2. The optimal value of αn, denoted as α
(l)
n , can be

found in α∗(l). Given α
(l)
n , the feasible set Fl is partition into two subsetsF
−
l = Fl ∩ {(α,β) | αn ≤ bα(l)

n c}

F+
l = Fl ∩ {(α,β) | αn ≥ dα(l)

n e}.
(3.3.3)

Accordingly, (3.3.1) is divided into two sub-problems

min
α,β

O(α,β) s.t.(α,β) ∈ F−l ,

min
α,β

O(α,β) s.t.(α,β) ∈ F+
l .

(3.3.4)

These two sub-problems are assigned to the next two child nodes which then will be

added to the list Ln. The enumeration tree grows after every iteration until there

are no nodes left in the list Ln.

Next, we provide an example in Fig. 3.2(a) to illustrate the process aforemen-

tioned.

• We start from the root node 0. The relaxed problem corresponds to F0 where α1

and α2 are relaxed to the continuous variables. We have α
(0)
1 = 4.4, α

(0)
2 = 1.6,

and Ξ∗(F0) = 8.24. Assuming that α1 is selected for further branching, we

obtain two child nodes 1 and 2. For node 1, we have α
(1)
1 = 4, α

(1)
2 = 1.8, and

Ξ∗(F1) = 8.32. As Ξlb(F1) = Ξ∗(F1) < Ξub, and α
(1)
2 is fractional, node 1 will

be branched. Similarly, node 2 will also be branched.

• For node 1, as only α2 is left in Lv, we branch it, resulting in nodes 3 and 4.

For node 3, the corresponding problem is infeasible, so this node is fathomed.
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For node 4, the relaxed solutions are α
(4)
1 = 4, α

(4)
2 = 2, and Ξ∗(F4) = 8.8. As

α
(4)
1 and α

(4)
2 are integers while Ξlb(F4) = Ξ∗(F4) < Ξub, we set Ξub = 8.8.

Then, node 4 is fathomed.

• For node 2, node 5 is first selected to branch. Clearly, α
(5)
1 and α

(5)
2 are integers

and Ξlb(F5) = Ξ∗(F5) = 8.4 < Ξub = 8.8, thus optimal node shifts from node

4 to 5. Then only node 6 is left in Ln, where Ξlb(F6) > Ξub, meaning that the

last node has been fathomed, and the B&B process has finished. Thereby we

reach the conclusion that the global optimal node is node 5 and the optimal

solution is 8.4.

Remark 3.3.1. For a relaxed MINLP problem P , the B&B algorithm can not only

handle convex P , but also non-convex P . The reason why we use a convex P in this

chapter is that we can easily resort to highly efficient convex optimization algorithms to

solve each convex node (sub-problem) in the enumeration tree of the B&B algorithm

with the global optimality. For a non-convex P , we need to resort to some sub-

optimal algorithms to solve each non-convex node. For example, successive convex

approximation (SCA) [103] is an efficient algorithm to handle a non-convex node.

Accordingly, the bound to need to be modified by tightening bounds. However, the

global optimality might not be guaranteed due to the nature of non-convex problems.

3.3.2 Variable Selection Policy

To improve the basic B&B routine, efforts in the literature have been placed on

more efficient node selection and pruning. However, the variable selection has been

less considered, although it significantly impacts the computational complexity of the

B&B algorithm. For example, in Fig. 3.2(a), if α1 is selected first, there will be 7
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nodes attached in the tree (0, ..., 6), in stark contrast with only 3 nodes in Fig. 3.2(b)

if α2 is selected first. This illustrates how important the order of selection is, not to

mention the case with more variables.

In essence, the variable selection policy has a direct impact on the size of the

enumeration tree. The FSB known as the optimal variable selection policy has the

highest node creation efficiency. Compared to any other policy, it is able to find

the minimum size of an enumeration tree. The FSB works as follows. In node

l, the variable αn with the best score
(l)∗
n is selected to branch, where score

(l)∗
n =

max{score
(l)
n | an ∈ Lv}. Here, the score function of the FSB is given by

score(l)
n = (1− µ) ·min{∆(l)−

n ,∆(l)+
n }+ µ ·max{∆(l)−

n ,∆(l)+
n }, (3.3.5)

where 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1 is the score factor that can be adjusted dynamically. In addition,

we have ∆
(l)−
n = Ξ∗(Fl+1)−Ξ∗(Fl) and ∆

(l)+
n = Ξ∗(Fl+2)−Ξ∗(Fl). Clearly, Ξ∗(Fl+1)

and Ξ∗(Fl+2) could be obtained from two NLPs with new constraints αn ≤ bα(l)
n c

and αn ≥ dα(l)
n e, respectively. For example, in Fig. 3.2(a), child nodes of node 0 are

nodes 1 and 2, where Ξ∗(F0) = 8.24, Ξ∗(F1) = 8.32 and Ξ∗(F2) = 8.36. If we choose

µ = 1/6, we have the score score
(1)
1 = 0.11 for α1. In Fig. 3.2(b), we can calculate the

score score
(1)
2 = 0.33 for α2, therefore selecting α2 for branching in this problem can

achieve a smaller enumeration tree and a lower computation complexity compared

with selecting α1 for branching.

Reliability pseudo-cost branching policy (RPB)[99] is a representative low-complexity

variable selection method compared to FSB. Essentially, it is a hybrid branching

method that uses strong branching for variable selection at the initialization and

pseudo-cost branching for the rest variables.

Remark 3.3.2. Note that the variable selection policy determines the order of the
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variables for branching, and does not involve the optimal node pruning. Therefore,

the B&B algorithm with various variable selection policies (including FSB) all can

get the global optimal solution (with different complexity).

3.4 The Proposed GIRL Variable Selection Policy

In this section, we first provide our motivation to accelerate the optimal B&B

algorithm with significantly reduced complexity but without sacrificing the global

optimality. Then, we build the variable selection policy as an Markov Decision Pro-

cess (MDP)[104]. Finally, we introduce the framework of the GIRL variable selection

policy, including Q-learning with modeling learning and the maximum entropy (Max-

Ent) gradients.

3.4.1 Motivation

It is clear that, although the FSB can achieve the minimum size of the enumeration

tree and the lowest computational complexity of the node solving process (NLPs

solving), it needs to solve two NLPs for each candidate in Lv of one node. Therefore,

the variable selection process of the FSB is extremely costly, especially for a large

number of variables. This hinders the implementation of the FSB for our multi-

layer full-dimensional task offloading scheme. To address this problem, we propose

a novel data-driven variable selection policy referred to as the GIRL. The essence of

our approach lies in the exploitation of the learning mechanism to generate a new

variable selection policy that closely matches the FSB variable selection, but without

involving the tedious computations in the FSB.
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Table 3.1: TABLE OF SYMBOLS

Variable Description

α, β The discrete and the continuous variable sets

C(α,β) The constraints with α and β

O(α,β) The objective function with α and β

Fl The feasible set of the problem at l-th node

Ξ∗(Fl) The optimal objective value at l-th node

Ξlb(Fl) The lower bound of Ξ∗(Fl)

Ξub The upper bound of Ξ∗(Fl)

Ln, Lv Unbranched node and variable lists

αn The n-th variable in Lv

α
(l)
n The optimal solution of αn at l-th node

ς The root node of the enumeration tree

τς The trajectory starting from the root node ς

Ως The trajectory space of τς

D The expert demonstration

Dς The expert demonstration with ς

D′ The self-imitation demonstration

γ, λ The discount rate and the learning rate

πt, πE The policy of the GIRL and the expert policy
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3.4.2 Markov Decision Process

The B&B algorithm is a sequential decision process with an episodic variable

selection. In this case, we formulate this process as an MDP from a model-free

perspective. Here, we take the variable selector and the sub-problem solver as the

agent and the environment, respectively. The major components of the MDP are

summarized as follows.

State and Action: The state st is related to the entire already solved enumer-

ation tree at t-th iteration, and the state space is S = {s1, s2, s3, ...} consisting of

variable, constraint and edge features to be specified in Section 3.5.1. Based on st,

the action at selects a variable from Lv, and the action space could be represented

as A = {a1, a2, a3...}. After at is taken, the current problem would be branched, and

st transits to st+1 with the state transition probability P(st+1 | st, at).

Trajectory: The trajectory from the root node to the final fathomed node is

represented as τ = {(st, at) | t = 1, 2, 3, . . .}, capturing the sequence of state-action

pairs. When referring to the trajectory starting from the root node ς, it is denoted

as τς . The trajectory space of τς is denoted by Ως = {τ 1
ς , τ

2
ς , τ

3
ς ...}.

Reward and Policy: We denote the immediate reward as R(st, at) for the state-

action pair (st, at), which tells the agent whether the action at is good or not. Given

the state st, policy π : (S → A) maps the state to the action.

3.4.3 The Framework of the GIRL

It is well known that the RL can handle a general MDP in an online manner

with a low computational complexity. Typically, given a reward function, the RL

attempts to learn an optimal policy to map the state to the action. However, the RL
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Figure 3.3: The framework of the GIRL.

is inapplicable to the formulated MDP, because in our problem it is very challenging

to design an appropriate reward function. Before obtaining the optimal solution, the

branching order of variables cannot be known in advance. That is, we cannot know

that branching which variable can generate a smaller enumeration tree. For example,

in Fig. 3.2, before we get the optimal solution, we can not decide to branch variable

α1 or α2 in advance.

To address this challenge, we resort to imitation learning2 and design an IRL-

based framework as shown in Fig. 3.3. Instead of trying to manually specify a reward

function, we design a GNN G with neural network parameters θ as the parameterized

2Imitation learning [105] can be categorized into behavior cloning and inverse reinforcement learn-
ing (IRL). Behavior cloning involves learning a mapping from inputs (states) to outputs (actions).
Clearly, it does not work for our full-dimensional task offloading scheme. Instead, our GIRL algo-
rithm, based on IRL, learns a reward function that leads to a good policy aligned with the expert
demonstration.
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reward function, which is denoted as Rθ(st, at). Subsequently, Rθ(st, at) is integrated

into the formulated MDP described in Section 3.4.2, ultimately yielding a policy that

aligns with that of the expert demonstration D to be elaborated in Section 3.6.2.

The workflow of the proposed GIRL is summarized in Algorithm 1. Specifically,

after initializing the network parameters θ, each iteration can be divided into three

phases: 1) updating reward function Rθ(st, at) via the GNN G (Line 3); 2) updating

the policy (Lines 4-7); 3) updating θ based on the expert demonstration D (Lines

8-15). In the first phase, we first update the GNN G based on θ, and then the GNN G

will generate a new Rθ(st, at). In the second phase, we update the policy πt and ob-

tain P(st+1|st, at) via the Q-learning with the model learning, and πt is implemented

to calculate the expected state-action visitation counts E[µς(st, at)] (Lines 5-7). In the

final phase, µDς (st, at) is calculated based on the expert demonstration Dς , and then

MaxEnt gradients ∂L(θ)
∂Rθ(st,at)

are obtained. We can obtain ∂Rθ(st,at)
∂θ

by backward prop-

agating the GNN G. Next, θ is updated based on the network gradients ∂L(θ)
∂θ

. When

θ converges to the optimal value θ∗, the GNN G could obtain the optimal reward

function Rθ∗(st, at), and the optimal policy could be trained based on Rθ∗(st, at).

Q-Learning with Modeling Learning

Q-learning with model learning not only infers the action at given the state st,

but also learns a model by generating the transition probability P(st+1|st, at). In the

proposed GIRL, P(st+1|st, at) plays a crucial role as it serves as input to the MaxEnt

for updating the parameterized reward function (GNN G).

Next, we elaborate on Q-Learning with modeling learning. According to [106],
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Algorithm 1 Inverse Reinforcement Learning with Graph Neural Networks.

Input: Expert policy µDς
1: Initialize θ.
2: while θ not Converge do
3: Update reward function Rθ(st, at) via the GNN G.
4: Update policy πt and obtain P(st+1|st, at) via Q-learning with model learning.
5: for ς in S do
6: Calculate the expected state-action visitation counts E[µς(st, at)] based on

the policy πt.
7: end for
8: Determine MaxEnt gradients

9:
∂L(θ)

∂Rθ(st, at)
←
∑
ς∈S

(
µDς (st, at)− E[µς(st, at)]

)
.

10: Obtain
∂Rθ(st, at)

∂θ
backward propagating neural-network.

11: Compute network gradients

12:
∂L(θ)

∂θ
←
∑
st∈S

∑
at∈A

∂L(θ)

∂Rθ(st, at)
· ∂Rθ(st, at)

∂θ
.

13: Update neural-network parameters θ ← θ + ∆θ.
14: end while
15: Return the optimal θ∗.
16: Obtain the optimal reward function Rθ∗(st, at) via the GNN G.
17: Obtain policy π∗t via Q-learning with model learning.

Output: Optimal policy π∗t

following policy π, the Bellman equation could be expressed as

V π(st) = E

[
∞∑
k=0

γkRt+k | st, π

]
= E [Rt + γV π(st+1) | st, π] , (3.4.1)

where

Rt = R(st, at) =
∑

st+1∈S

P(st+1|st, at)R(st, at, st+1), (3.4.2)

and γ ∈ [0, 1) is the discount rate. Here, V π(st) equivalently represents the expected

discounted cumulative reward starting at state st. Next, following policy π, we for-

mulate the state–action value as

Qπ(st, at) = E

[
∞∑
k=0

γkRt+k | st, at, π

]
= E [Rt + γQπ(st+1, at+1) | st, at, π] . (3.4.3)
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Compared with V π(st), Q
π(st, at) equivalently represents the expected discounted

cumulative reward starting at state st after taking action at. Substituting (3.4.3) into

(3.4.1), the Bellman equation could be written as

V π(st) =
∑
at∈A

π(st, at)Q
π(st, at). (3.4.4)

The objective of the Q-learning with model learning is to learn the optimal policy

π∗. In our approach, π∗ could be obtained when V π(st) converges to maximum, or,

equivalently, when Qπ(st, at) converges to maximum. Mathematically, we have

π∗ = arg max
π

Qπ(st, at). (3.4.5)

Clearly, π∗ corresponds to the optimal state–action value Q∗(st, at), which satisfies

the Bellman optimality equation [107] as follows

Q∗(st, at) = E
[
Rt + γ max

at+1∈A
Q∗(st+1, at+1) | st, at, π

]
. (3.4.6)

To obtain the optimal state–action value Q∗(st, at), we should follow the iterative

process based on the updated law

Qπ(st, at)← Qπ(st, at) + λ
(
Rt + γ max

at+1∈A
Qπ(st+1, at+1)−Qπ(st, at)

)
, (3.4.7)

where λ is the learning rate. By iteratively updating the Q-values using (3.4.7),

the Q-learning progressively approaches Q∗(st, at), which maximizes the expected

cumulative reward for every state-action pair. Consequently, the expected state-

action visitation counts E[µς(st, at)] could be generated based on Q∗(st, at) according

to [108]. Besides, the transition probability P(st+1|st, at) could be estimated by the

following equation

P(st+1|st, at) =
υ(st, at, st+1)∑

st+1∈S υ(st, at, st+1)
, (3.4.8)

where υ(st, at, st+1) is the number of state transition from st to st+1.
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MaxEnt Gradients

In this step, we present our approach to update θ in the GNN G by leveraging

MaxEnt gradients [108]. We first introduce some definitions as follows. The expert

demonstration D is grouped into Dς , and we have D = {Dς | ς ∈ S}. Specifically,

Dς = {τ iς | i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , Nς} consists of all trajectories starting from the root node

ς and ending at the optimal node, where Nς is the number of trajectories starting

from ς. With these definitions, then we will maximize the entropy of θ subject to the

expert demonstration.

The reward function Rθ(st, at) indicates whether at follows the branching strategy

of the FSB. It quantifies the extent to which the actions in the expert demonstra-

tion align with the prescribed FSB strategy. On this basis, Rθ(st, at) is correlated to

P(at|θ), the probability of the action at in the expert demonstration, thus, we have

Rθ(st, at) ∝ P(at|θ). In addition, P(at|θ) is equivalent to the probability of the tra-

jectory τ with at in the expert demonstration, and we have P(at|θ) ∝
∑

τ :at∈τ P(τ |θ).

Under the principle of the MaxEnt, P(τ |θ) could be approximated as

P(τ |θ) ≈ 1

Zς(θ)
e
∑
τ Rθ(st,at)

∏
(st,at,st+1)∈τ

P(st+1|st, at), (3.4.9)

where Zς(θ) =
∑

τ∈Ως
e
∑

(st,at)∈τ
Rθ(st,at) is the partition distribution function. Based

on P(τ |θ), the average log-likelihood of θ over Dς could be represented as

L(θ) =
∑
ς∈S

1

Nς

∑
τ∈Dς

logP(τ |θ)

=
∑
ς∈S

( 1

Nς

( ∑
τ∈Dς

( ∑
(st,at)∈τ

Rθ(st, at) +
∑

(st,at,st+1)∈τ

P(st+1|st, at)
))
− logZς(θ)

)
.

(3.4.10)

Note that in this context−L(θ) represents cross-entropy. The minimum cross-entropy

could be referred to as the MaxEnt [109]. Under the MaxEnt, we can obtain the
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optimal parameters θ by maximizing L(θ), given by

θ∗ = arg max
θ
L(θ). (3.4.11)

To achieve the maximum L(θ), we take the partial derivative of (3.4.10) with respect

to θ, and we have

∂L(θ)

∂θ
=
∑
st∈S

∑
at∈A

∂L(θ)

∂Rθ(st, at)
· ∂Rθ(st, at)

∂θ
. (3.4.12)

Here, ∂Rθ(st,at)
∂θ

could be obtained via the back propagating the GNN G. In this case,

we need to derive ∂L(θ)
∂Rθ(st,at)

, which can be written as

∂L(θ)

∂Rθ(st, at)
=
∑
ς∈S

1

Nς

(∂∑τ∈Dς
∑

(st,at)∈τ Rθ(st, at)

∂Rθ(st, at)

− 1

Zς(θ)

∑
τ∈Ως

e
∑

(st,at)∈τ
Rθ(st,at)

∏
(st,at,st+1)∈τ

P(st+1|st, at)×
∂
∑

(st,at)∈τ Rθ(st, at)

∂Rθ(st, at)

)
=
∑
ς∈S

1

Nς

(∂∑τ∈Dς
∑

(sst,at)∈τ Rθ(st, at)

∂Rθ(st, at)
−
∑
τ∈Ως

P(τ |θ)
∂
∑

(st,at)∈τ Rθ(st, at)

∂Rθ(st, at)

)
=
∑
ς∈S

(
µDς (st, at)− E[µς(st, at)]

)
, πE − πt.

(3.4.13)

Furthermore, we define πE , µDς ,
∑

ς∈S(µDς (st, at)) as the expert policy which has

the same behavior as the demonstration D, and define πt ,
∑

ς∈S(E[µς(st, at)]) as

the GIRL policy. Then parameters θ could be updated based on ∂L(θ)
∂θ

. The update

process of θ is simplified as

θ ← θ + ∆θ, (3.4.14)

which is elaborated later in Section 3.6.2. At the end of the iterations, the optimal

θ∗ would be finally obtained. Taking the optimal θ∗ back into the GNN G, the

optimal reward function Rθ∗(st, at) can be generated. Finally, the optimal policy

could be trained based on Rθ∗(st, at). After the offline training, the learned GIRL

could directly infer the variable selection and achieve a global optimal solution (c.f.
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Figure 3.4: The functional structure of the proposed GNN.

Remark 1) to the formulated MINLP problem with significantly low complexity.

3.5 The Proposed Graph Neural Network

In this chapter, we propose GIRL by generating a new variable selection policy to

accelerate the B&B algorithm as shown in Fig. 3.3. The GNN G, as the core compo-

nent of the GIRL, is proposed as a parameterized function to recover the unknown

reward. The conventional DNN can also be used to achieve this goal. However, the

process of the B&B could be represented as an enumeration tree composed of mul-

tiple edges and nodes (e.g., the enumeration tree shown in Fig. 3.2). Compared to

DNN, the GNN G is able to aggregate enough information from graphic structures of

the B&B [110], and empower GIRL to easily adapt to dynamic parameters without

learning from scratch.

Next, we elaborate on our proposed GNN G as shown in Fig. 3.4. In the offline
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training, the neural network parameters θ are updated by MaxEnt gradients as shown

in Fig. 3.3. In the online inference, the GIRL takes action at based on the given state

st. To indicate whether the GIRL follows the branching strategy of the FSB, the GNN

G generates a reward Rθ(st, at) based on the input state action pair (st, at). We draw

on the algorithmic structure of the B&B algorithm and take advantage of its strong

graphic structure represented in Fig. 3.2, and the structure consists of four modules,

namely, state encoding, feature embedding, graph convolution, and attention gated

recurrent unit (GRU).

3.5.1 State Encoding Module

In the state encoding module, the graphic features are extracted from the enu-

meration tree and encoded as the state st = {V,C,E}, including variable features,

constraint features, and edge features.

Variable Features: The variable feature v ∈ Rdv captures the variable in-

formation of the branching nodes and the node information except for the con-

straints C(α,β) in P . There are n fractional variables left in the list Lv, and

the variable feature matrix is defined as V = [v1, · · · ,vn]T ∈ Rn×dv , where (·)T

denotes the transpose matrix operation. The objective value Ξ∗(Ft) is also in-

cluded in v. In addition, v consists of the lower bound Ξlb(Ft) and upper bound

Ξub of Ξ∗(Ft) which provide the potential range Ξ∗(Ft+1) for the next state st+1.

Also, we add the average value of all of the previously observed feasible objec-

tive values to the distribution of the objective values. Furthermore, some condi-

tion features are included in v, such as whether Ξ∗(Ft) equals to lower bound, i.e.,

(Ξ∗(Ft) = Ξlb(Ft)) → 1; (Ξ∗(Ft) 6= Ξlb(Ft)) → 0, whether Ξ∗(Ft) equals to upper
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bound, i.e., (Ξ∗(Ft) = Ξub) → 1; (Ξ∗(Ft) 6= Ξub) → 0, and whether Ξ∗(Ft) is frac-

tional. In practice, we normalize the depth by the total number of discrete variables

into the variable features.

Constraint Features: The constraint feature c ∈ Rdc captures the constraints

C(α,β) in P . The number of the constraints is m, and the constraint feature matrix

is defined as C = [c1, · · · , cm]T ∈ Rm×dc . Clearly, c consists of the constraint nor-

malized by the Euclidean norm of the coefficients, and the number of iterations since

the last time the constraint is set. The angle between the objective coefficient vector

and constraint vector is taken into account. Moreover, whether the constraints are

at their bounds is an important constraint factor.

Edge Features: The edge feature e ∈ Rde indicates the connection between v

and c. For example, the variable feature vj and one of its constraint features ci has

the edge feature ei,j. In our design, the edge feature ei,j consists of its index (i, j),

the dimension of which is R1. There are n variable features and m constraint features

in total, so the number of edge features should be n×m, The edge feature matrix E

consists of all the edge features, so we have E ∈ Rn×m.

In summary, we encode the state st as {V,C,E}. In fact, {V,C,E} can readily

extract the graphic characteristics from the enumeration tree of the B&B algorithm.

Therefore, the encoding method using {V,C,E} is a proper tool to handle the graph-

structured data in the B&B algorithm.

3.5.2 Feature Embedding Module

The feature embedding module takes st as its input and normalizes it to a fixed

dimension. The purpose of the normalization is to streamline the graph convolution
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module, which consists of two successive sub-layers, i.e., the constraint convolution

layer and the joint convolution layer. In the feature embedding module, the encoded

state st = {V,C,E} is initialized and normalized by the prenorm layer and the

embedding layer, respectively. This module is a pre-training procedure to improve

the model generalization capability of the proposed GNN G, which facilitates handling

a large-scale problem.

In standard convolutional neural networks, a weight initiation [111] is usually

adopted to normalize the input features {V,C,E}. The initial weight depends on

the number of input features, a parameter unknown prior to the training process in

our proposed GNN G. Therefore, instead of weight initiation, we adopt a prenorm

layer. In the prenorm layer, the affine transformation p(·) is employed to normalize

{V,C,E}. Mathematically, we have xp = p(x) = (x−µ)/σ, where x ∈ {V,C,E}, µ

is the vector of the empirical mean, and σ is the sample variance. Then the initialized

features are introduced to the embedding layer to normalize their dimensions and

decrease the computational complexity. Specifically, the embedding layer consists of

three neural networks with relu activation functions. The embedding module for v

and c can be expressed as

ve = ge
(
p
(
v
))

, ce = ge
(
p
(
c
))

, ee = f e
(
p
(
e
))

, (3.5.1)

where ge and f e are 2-layer and 1-layer perceptrons (neural networks) in the fea-

ture embedding module, respectively. Here, e is the edge feature, whose linear data

structure is simple, so a 1-layer perceptron suffices to extract the features from e.

Furthermore, the 1-layer perception is easy to train and provides higher training ef-

ficiency compared to the multi-layer perceptron. In contrast, the constraint feature

c is non-linear and far more complex than e. In this case, the 1-layer structure is
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no longer effective in feature extraction. Therefore, we resort to a more complex but

more effective 2-layer perceptron to fully extract the features from the complex data

structure of c.

After the feature embedding, the dimensions dv, dc, and de are normalized to be a

fixed d. Therefore, in the GNN G, regardless of the size of the enumeration trees, the

same topology can be processed by the graph convolution module. The embedding

module could reduce the computational complexity with negligible information loss.

This significantly streamlines the processing at the graph convolution module and

leads to improved overall performance.

3.5.3 Graph Convolution Module

The graph convolution module aggregates features of st and captures the spatial

and temporal graphic information. It plays a key role in our proposed GNN G. It has

been observed that the deep GNN G, even with just three layers, might suffer from

over-fitting and over-smoothing, rendering it difficult to gather the required informa-

tion [112]. Specifically, the graph convolution module [113] is decomposed into two

successive sub-layers, the constraint convolution layer and the variable convolution

layer.

In the constraint convolution layer, the embedded features in {Ve,Ce,Ee} serve

as the input. When MINLP problems are solved, constraints are used to determine

the value of the variables. Due to the strong correlation between constraint features

and variable features, we use a 2-layer perceptron gc with relu activation functions to

form a joint feature jc with the same dimension as the embedded constraint feature
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ce. Mathematically, we have

jcj =
n∑
i=1

gc
(
vei , c

e
j , e

e
i,j

)
∈ Rd, Jc = [ jc1, j

c
2, · · · , jcm]T ∈ Rm×d. (3.5.2)

Next, we combine ce and jc, and apply a 2-layer perceptron gc with relu activation

functions. We have

ccj = gc
(
cej , j

c
j

)
∈ Rd, Cc = [cc1, c

c
2, · · · , ccm]T ∈ Rm×d, (3.5.3)

where Cc is the new constraint feature matrix. In the variable convolution layer, the

input is the new constraint features in Cc and the embedded features in {Ve,Ee}.

To capture the potential node features, we combine features in {Ve,Ce,Ec}, and

rearrange them based on the order of variables and then transfer them to the neural

network. Then, we have

vvi =
m∑
j=1

gv
(
vei , c

c
j, e

e
i,j

)
∈ Rd, Vv = [vv1,v

v
2, · · · ,vvn]T ∈ Rn×d, (3.5.4)

where gv is a 2-layer perceptron in the variable convolution layer. Regardless of their

features, Ce and Cc are arranged following the order of the original constraint features

in C. In order to strengthen the link between variable features and constraint features,

we rearrange the constraint features following the order of the variable features, and

the new constraint feature cvi is related to all the constraint features connecting to

vi. We have

cvi =

jib∑
j=jia

f v
(
cej

)
∈ Rd, Cv = [cv1, c

v
2, · · · , cvn]T ∈ Rn×d, (3.5.5)

where jia and jib is the index of the constraint features connecting to vi. For example,

in the state encoding of Fig. 3.4, v1 connects to c1, c2 and c3, so jia and jib are 1

and 3, respectively. The outputs of the variable convolution layer are Vv and Cv,

which have the potential node features, and each feature consists of information for

its neighbors.
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3.5.4 Attention GRU Module

The attention GRU module applies an offset to the convolution module and con-

verts its output features to the temporal-spatial-frequency domain, and obtains the

output reward function Rθ(st, at). Specifically, the convolution module is able to in-

tegrate different types of relevant information (e.g., node information from v and c

and edge information from e) via the node-edge-node relationship in the state encod-

ing module of Fig. 3.4. The three different inputs, V, C and E, are integrated with

equal weights before being processed by gc and gv. Note that the condition feature

in v directly determines the variable selection in the conventional B&B algorithm.

Consequently, V plays a more significant role, and a more appropriate weight should

be allocated. Therefore, there should be a more sensible way to train a set of proper

weights for various types of input features. Accordingly, a new module, referred to

as the attention GRU module is incorporated into our GNN G design. This module

consists of four major components, namely, mix state, attention layer, GRU layer,

and final layer.

Mix State: The mix state is based on some matrix operation on Ve, Vv, and

Cv. Clearly, Ve represents the embedded original information of V. In addition, Vv

includes the combined information of {V,C,E}, and Cv consists of the constraint

information of each variable node. We have the three matrices Ve Vv and Cv, where

the order of vectors is consistent with the order of variable features in the bipartite

graph of the state encoding module as shown in Fig. 3.4. Specifically, we extract the

vectors of these three matrices with the same index k to form a mix state matrix

Mk = [vek,v
v
k, c

v
k]
T . (3.5.6)

Here, vek, vvk, and cvk can be regarded as vectors of three new nodes, so we express
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the t-th row vector in Mk as a node vector nk,t = Mk[t] ∈ Rd. This mix state matrix

can be expressed as a new node-edge graph shown in the attention GRU module of

Fig. 3.4. In comparison to the bipartite graph in the state encoding module, this

graph has a fixed number of nodes and edges which facilitates the implementation of

the ensuing attention mechanism.

Attention Layer: The attentioned information of the node in the new graph is

the sum of edge-weighted information of its neighbor node vectors, which is expressed

as an attentional vector An attentioned vector, aggregating edge-weighted information

of one node and its neighbor nodes, is the output of the attention layer and can be

expressed as

Ak =
∑

nk,j∈Mk

wnk,j→nk,i · nk,j (3.5.7)

where nk,i is the target node vector to update, while nk,j is one of its neighbor

node vectors (we write this neighboring relationship as nk,j → nk,i). Furthermore,

wnk,i→nk,j is the edge weight from nk,j to nk,i, and it is calculated as

wnk,j→nk,i = σ
(
ga
(
[nk,i; nk,j]

T ·Ww

))
=

e
ga

(
[nk,i;nk,j ]

T ·Ww

)
∑3

l=1 e
ga

(
[nk,i;nk,l]T ·Ww

) , (3.5.8)

where ; represents the operation of concatenation, and Ww ∈ R2d is the weight matrix.

Besides, a 2-layer perceptron with LeakyRelu activation function ga and softmax

function σ(·) is applied to realize a rational weights distribution by comparing one

neighbor node to all its neighbor nodes.

GRU Layer: In the GRU layer, the attentioned vector ak will be updated by a

1-layer GRU layer, which is based on the previous work [114]. Two inputs of the GRU

layer include a target node vector vei and a vector ai containing aggregated neighbor

information. Thus, the output of the GRU layer, known as the gated variable feature
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vector, can be shown as vgi = GRU(vei ,Ai). The detailed update process of the GRU

layer obeys the following formulas

zgi = S(Wzai + Uzv
e
i + bz),

rgi = S(Wrai + Urv
e
i + br),

v̄gi = tanh(Wvai + Uv(r
g
i � vei ) + bv),

vgi = vei � (1− zgi ) + v̄gi � zgi ,

(3.5.9)

where Wz, Wr and Wv are the GRU weights, bz, br and bv are the GRU bias,

and zgi and rgi are updated and reset gates. Furthermore, S(·) is the logistic sigmoid

function, and � is the Schur product operation.

Final Layer: Finally, we apply a 2-layer perception with relu activation functions

to the features in Vg, and we obtain Vf . A softmax function is employed to obtain

the reward

Rθ(st, ai) = σ
(
vfi

)
=

ev
f
i∑n

i=1 e
vfi
, i ∈ [1, n], (3.5.10)

where ai represents that variable αi is selected to branch. Note that at is to se-

lect a variable to branch from Lv that includes n variables, thus we have at ∈

{a1, ...ai, ...an}. Accordingly, with the input (st, at), the GNN G would generate a

reward Rθ(st, at) ∈ [0, 1]. Note that the higher value of Rθ(st, at), the larger proba-

bility that the GIRL and the B&B with FSB can select the same variable.

In summary, regardless of the input graph size, enumeration trees are encoded

into the graph-structured features {V,C,E} in a unified way. It is clear that the

operations (3.5.1)-(3.5.10) do not rely on the size of the input graph. Consequently,

the output of the GNN G exhibits permuted equivariance, which empowers the GIRL

to easily adapt to the variations of the system parameters without learning from

scratch. Besides, the computational complexity is only related to the graph density,
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which makes the GNN G as an ideal choice for processing graph-structured data of

the B&B algorithm.

3.6 Performance Analysis

3.6.1 Model Generalization

In practical multi-layer computing networks, parameters such as the number of

MDs and required CPU cycles can change dynamically over time. As a key advantage,

our GIRL, although trained offline in a specific parameter setting, can be directly

applied to a new scenario with dynamic parameters without learning from scratch

due to the designed GNN G and incorporated self-imitation.

Under the GNN G, various enumeration trees with different network parameters

are encoded into the graph-structured features {V,C,E} in a unified way. Then, the

features could be rearranged to a fixed dimension d, resulting in the same topology to

be processed by the GNN G. Consequently, the output of the GNN G is guaranteed

to exhibit permuted equivariance and is independent of different parameters.

Self-imitation in the offline training of the GIRL collects some additional problems

as the self-imitation demonstration D′, which are not in the original expert demon-

stration D = {Dς | ς ∈ S}. Because D′ has not been learned by the previous policy

πold, a better policy πnew can be obtained based on the new demonstration D ∪ D′.

In other words, the generalization performance of the GIRL is improved iteratively

by repeating this process. For our GIRL, extensive simulations have been conducted,

revealing that a mere three self-imitation iterations yield remarkable model general-

ization.
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3.6.2 Performance Optimization

To further optimize the GIRL variable selection policy and accelerate the training

process, we aim to evaluate the impact of several dominant factors on performance.

It is known from Section 3.4.3 that, when θ converges to θ∗, the optimal reward

function R∗(st, at) is obtained. Then the optimal policy π∗t could be derived from

R∗(st, at) via Q-learning with Modeling Learning. The training performance of the

GIRL depends on the speed of convergence, or the variation ∆θ in (3.4.14). The

speed of convergence is affected by two major factors, the learning rate, and the

expert demonstration.

Learning Rate Analysis

In the update process of θ in (3.4.14), the learning rate λθ determines how much

the newly acquired information ∆θ covers the current state of θ. For a large λθ,

θ is likely to converge without a performance guarantee. On the contrary, a small

λθ would extend the training process and increase the computational complexity.

Instead of a fixed learning rate setting, we adopt an adaptive learning rate approach

referred to as adaptive moment estimation (ADAM) [115] in our GIRL. ADAM aims

to optimize the first-order gradient-based stochastic objective functions, based on

adaptive estimates of lower-order moments. To evaluate the impact of the learning

rate in the update process, we implement three different update schemes in 3.7.3,

including standard gradient ascent (SGA) with large λθ, SGA with small λθ, and

ADAM. Specifically, the SGA could be expressed as θ ← θ + λθ
∂L(θ)
∂θ

.
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3.6.3 Computational Complexity Analysis

In this section, we analyze the computational complexity for several variable selec-

tion policies, namely, the FSB, the RPB, and the GIRL. In general, the complexity of

each policy mainly consists of two parts: the variable selection process and the node

solving process.

For the FSB, in the variable selection process, if there are K fractional variables

to branch, there are 2K NLPs to be solved, each with the complexity O(n3) (n is the

number of discrete variables). As such, the complexity for variable selection process

is CFSB
vs = O(2n3KNv), where Nv is the number of times to select variables. It is

also straightforward to see that, for the node solving process with Nn nodes in the

enumeration tree, the complexity is CFSB
ns = O(n3Nn). The RPB can also obtain an

optimal solution with lower complexity than the FSB. Essentially, the RPB is based

on the idea of strong branching initialization and then uses the pseudo-cost until the

estimate of the variable is reliable [99]. The variable selection of the RPB features

a lower complexity than the FSB (CRPB
vs < CFSB

vs ). However, its enumeration tree

is much larger than that of FSB, leading to higher complexity in the node solving

process (CRPB
ns > CFSB

ns ). Overall, we have CRPB
vs + CRPB

ns < CFSB
vs + CFSB

ns .

For the GIRL, its complexity lies in offline training and online inference. Offline

training is a one-off process and its complexity can be ignored. After the offline

training, we directly apply the optimal policy to select variables for a new MINLP

problem instance in the online inference, and the complexity is only O(n). As such,

the computational complexity is CGIRL
vs = O(nNv) for the whole variable selection

process. Clearly, we have CGIRL
vs � CFSB

vs . Ideally, if the offline training is performed

with a sufficient number of training samples, the GIRL would generate the same
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enumeration tree as the FSB (CGIRL
ns = CFSB

ns ). Overall, the complexity of the GIRL is

much lower than FSB (CGIRL
vs +CGIRL

ns � CFSB
vs +CFSB

ns ). In Section 3.7, the complexity

of these three policies will be numerically compared.

3.7 Simulation Results

3.7.1 Experimental Setting

In Figs. 3.5-3.8 and Figs. 3.10-3.12, we consider a task offloading scenario with 20

MDs and 5 MSs. The distance DIS1 between MD and its associated MS is sampled

from the uniform distribution U(0.1, 0.5) (in kilometers). We assume that each MD

has one D2D link with a peer MD, and the distance DIS2 between MDs is sampled

from the distribution U(0.01, 0.05) (in kilometers). The path-loss model between MDs

and MSs follows g = 128.1 + 37.6 log(DIS1) (DIS1 in kilometers), and the path-loss

model for the D2D link follows g = 148.1 + 40 log(DIS2) (DIS2 in kilometers) [116].

For task Qi, its data size Di is sampled uniformly from U(0.8, 1.2) (in Mb) and the

number of required computation resources Ci is sampled uniformly as U(2, 5) (in

Gigacycles). Besides, the other related parameters are summarized in Table 3.2.

3.7.2 Policies for Comparison and Performance Metrics

From the algorithm perspective, to illustrate the significance of adopting the vari-

able selection policy in the B&B algorithm, we compare our proposed GIRL with

the FSB and the RPB introduced in Section 3.3.2. A heuristic policy with random

variable selection is also included to provide baseline performance for comparison.

According to Remark 3.3.2, all the above variable selection policies can eventually
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Table 3.2: MEC system parameters

Local transmission power ptr
i 23 dBm

Local computation power pL
i 0.5 W

Local computation capability fL
i 0.6 GHz

Local energy capability emax
i 3 J

Computation capability of MS fmax
k 1 GHz

Bandwidth capacity of MS Bmax
k 1 MHz

Round-trip transmission time drrt
l,li

0.5 s

Cloud computation capability fi,c 20 GHz
Backhaul time dBC 5 s

Noise power spectrum density σ2 -174 dBm/Hz

reach the optimal node and obtain an optimal solution to the MINLP problem.

We first adopt accuracy as one of the algorithm performance metrics, which quan-

tifies the similarity between other variable selection policies and the FSB in terms of

the variable selection order. This will have an impact on the computational complex-

ity rather than the optimality. The accuracy includes three representative indicators:

top-one accuracy (acc@1), top-five accuracy (acc@5), and top-ten accuracy (acc@10).

Generally speaking, the top-x accuracy is the percentage of the top-x (x ∈ {one, five,

ten}) variables selected by other policies among all the unbranched variables. Specif-

ically, for a given node, all unbranched variables are marked by the FSB. If a policy

selects a variable (e.g., α1) and its FSB score is the highest one among the variables,

this variable will be marked as the top-one variable. If a policy selects a variable and

its FSB score is one of the highest five among the unbranched variables, this vari-

able will be marked as the top-five variable. To further evaluate the computational

complexity, the number of solved NLPs is adopted as another metric. Note that the

solved NLP number is related to both the variable selection process and node solving
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process. In order to control the training and testing time, we set a number limitation

(2000), beyond which the process of the B&B algorithm will be terminated.

From the network perspective, we compare our proposed full-dimensional task

offloading scheme with the non-cooperation offloading scheme, the vertical offloading

scheme, and the two-dimensional offloading scheme. For the non-cooperation scheme,

the task Qi of the MD i can only be offloaded to its associated MS li, and the

computation resources f and bandwidth b are optimized with xi,i + yi,li = 1 for all

i ∈ N . For the vertical offloading scheme, Qi can be offloaded to its associated

MS li and CS. Here, f and b are optimized with xi,i + yi,li + zi = 1 for all i ∈ N .

Furthermore, for the two-dimensional offloading scheme, Qi not only can be offloaded

vertically among MD i, MS j and CS but offloaded horizontally from MS j to MS

k ∈ M̂i, thus, we have xi,i +
∑

k∈M yi,k + zi = 1.

3.7.3 Simulation Results

Training Performance of the GIRL Variable Selection Policy

We first demonstrate the performance of the GIRL variable selection policy during

the training process in our full-dimensional task offloading scheme. The performance

is evaluated by the normalized loss. In Fig. 3.5, we compare the loss and convergence

speed of the GIRL for three learning rate settings (e.g., SGA with large λθ (0.2), SGA

with small λθ (0.001), and ADAM introduced in Section 3.6.2). We can observe that

the SGA with the larger learning rate (0.2) leads to much faster convergence and a

larger loss relative to the SGA with the smaller learning rate (0.001). It can also be

seen that ADAM performs best in terms of loss, and its convergence speed is only

slightly inferior to the learning rate 0.2 at the beginning. This demonstrates that
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Figure 3.5: Loss and convergence speed comparison for different λ settings.

ADAM achieves an excellent training performance. A similar comparison is carried

out in Fig. 3.6 for the expert and imperfect demonstrations. Note that the imperfect

demonstration is mingled with some artificial data (noise). It is observed that the

loss of the imperfect demonstration does not converge. In contrast, convergence is

achieved for the expert demonstration, and its loss is always lower than that of the

imperfect demonstration. This verifies the significant role that the demonstration

plays in the learning process as discussed in Section 3.6.2.

Optimality Comparison

In Fig. 3.7, we compare the accuracy performance of the GIRL, the FSB, the

RPB, and the heuristic policy. There are 40 online testing problem instances, and 3

out of 40 testing problem instances are randomly selected and presented in the figure
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Figure 3.6: Loss and convergence speed comparison for different demonstrations.

as Setting 1-3. Note that the accuracy for the FSB is always 100%, as all the variable

selection policies are to imitate the behavior of the FSB. It can be observed that the

GIRL has higher acc@1, acc@5, and acc@10 than the RPB and the heuristic policy.

Specifically, it achieves the accuracy of 85.2%, 93.6%, and 98.6% after averaging

across the three settings for acc@1, acc@5, and acc@10, respectively. For the RPB, on

average, the acc@10 approaches 90%, while acc@1 is about 50%. This clearly verifies

the superiority of our proposed GIRL over the RPB in imitating the performance of

the FSB. It is also clear that, for the heuristic policy, the acc@1 fluctuates significantly

across the three settings (15.8%, 23.5%, and 43.7%), so it is with acc@5 and acc@10.

Clearly, Fig. 3.7 leads to the conclusion that the GIRL best imitates the behavior of

the FSB.
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Figure 3.7: Accuracy for different variable selection policies.

Complexity Comparison

The computational complexity comparison is carried out for the GIRL, the FSB,

the RPB, and the heuristic policies in Fig. 3.8 in terms of the number of the solved

NLPs. Among 40 online testing problem instances, 4 are randomly selected and

presented in both figures as Setting 1-4. In Fig. 3.8, it is observed that the GIRL

significantly reduces the solved NLP number compared with the FSB across all four

settings. A simple calculation finds that such a reduction stands at 84.8% on average.

Compared with the RPB, the GIRL achieves a reduction of approximately 54.2% on

average. Finally, it is clear that the heuristic policy has the highest complexity, and

the number limitation is even triggered for Setting 2 and Setting 3.
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Figure 3.8: Complexity comparison of the four variable selection policies in terms of
searched NLP number.

Model Generalization Capability of the GIRL Variable Selection Policy

Having considered the scenario with a fixed value for N , next, we compare the

model generalization capability of these policies (c.f. Section 3.6.1). Here, the GIRL is

offline trained with an original expert demonstration and three self-imitation demon-

strations, and then directly infers the variable selection to solve the formulated prob-

lems with different settings. By contrast, RPB and FSB need to solve both the

variable selection order and the sub-problems at each setting. Fig. 3.9 considers the

original setting (N = 20) transferring to different MD numbers. Across the whole

range of N , the GIRL has the lower average solved NLP number and the FSB has

the highest average solved NLP number, consistent with the previous observation in

Fig. 3.8. In Fig. 3.7, Setting 1 is the accuracy of Setting N = 20 in Fig. 3.9. It is
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Figure 3.9: Average solved NLP numbers with different numbers of MDs.

observed from Figs. 3.7 and 3.9 that the GIRL has higher top-one accuracy than the

RPB, and the GIRL achieves a lower complexity than the RPB. Note that the NLP

number limitation has reached the FSB (N = 30). It is also observed that the average

solved NLP number gap between the RPB and the GIRL significantly increases with

N . In summary, the GIRL could directly infer the solutions to the problems with

different settings without learning from scratch, which confirms the timeliness and

effectiveness of the GIRL.

Average Delay Comparison

In Figs. 3.10-3.12, we compare our proposed full-dimensional task offloading scheme

with the non-cooperation offloading scheme, the vertical offloading scheme, and the

two-dimensional offloading scheme. The full-dimensional offloading schemes are achieved
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Figure 3.10: Average delay performance comparison versus different fmax
k .

by either the B&B algorithm with the FSB or the accelerated B&B with the GIRL,

which are denoted as FD-B&B and FD-GIRL, respectively.

In Fig. 3.10, we compare the variation of average delay with the MS computation

capability fmax
k . As expected, it is observed that the average delay decreases as fmax

k

increases, due to the increased total computation capacity in the computing networks.

Clearly, FD-B&B and FD-GIRL have similar performance, consistent with the obser-

vation in Fig. 3.7, and both of them achieve the shortest average delay among different

offloading schemes. In particular, when fmax
k = 4 GHz, improvements of the FD-GIRL

are about 74.2%, 42.6% and 20.8% compared with the non-cooperation offloading, the

vertical offloading, and the two-dimensional offloading schemes, respectively.

In Fig. 3.11, we compare the average delay versus the backhaul time dBC. Except
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Figure 3.11: Average delay performance comparison versus different dBC.

for the non-cooperation offloading scheme, the average delay of the other three of-

floading schemes increases with dBC increases. It is clear that FD-B&B and FD-GIRL

achieve the shortest average delay. In particular, when dBC = 10 s, improvements

of the FD-B&B are about 34.2%, 22.9% and 10.5% compared with non-cooperation

offloading, the vertical offloading, and the two-dimensional offloading schemes, re-

spectively.

In Fig. 3.12, we compare the average delay versus the different maximum ranges

of D2D links for the FD-GIRL and the two-dimensional offloading schemes [117].

Clearly, it is observed that FD-GIRL achieves a lower average delay than the two-

dimensional offloading scheme. When the maximum ranges of D2D links increase,

the average delay increases, the reason for this is MDs have a lower potential to

offload tasks with the increased ranges of D2D links. It is also observed that a lower
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Figure 3.12: Average delay performance comparison versus different maximum ranges
of D2D links.

average delay can be achieved with a lower backhaul time dBC consistent with the

observation in Fig. 3.11. In particular, when the maximum range of D2D links is

70 m, improvements of the FD-B&B are about 9.4% and 8.7% compared with the

two-dimensional offloading scheme for dBC = 4 s and 5 s, respectively.

Overall, the simulations in Figs. 3.10-3.12 illustrate that our proposed full-dimensional

offloading scheme can significantly improve the average delay performance by jointly

optimizing task offloading decisions and communication/computation resources. In

addition, it is verified that our GIRL could effectively solve the formulated problems

with different dynamics.
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3.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, we incorporated D2D communication into the multi-layer com-

puting network and proposed a full-dimensional task offloading scheme by jointly

optimizing task offloading decisions and communication/computation resources. We

formulated it as an MINLP problem to minimize the average delay for all the MDs

and proposed the GIRL that offers a global optimal solution to the MINLP prob-

lem by generating a new variable selection policy to accelerate the optimal B&B

algorithm with significantly reduced complexity but without sacrificing the global

optimality. It has been verified by simulations that the GIRL achieves a significantly

lower computational complexity compared to the existing variable selection policies.

Furthermore, the superiority of our proposed full-dimensional task offloading scheme

over the existing schemes has been verified by simulation.



Chapter 4

Green Cell-free Massive MIMO:
An Optimization Embedded Deep
Reinforcement Learning Approach

In this chapter, we delve into strategies to optimize energy efficiency within the

downlink cell-free massive MIMO systems, a tangible implementation of wireless IoT

networks. To tackle this problem, we develop a green energy scheme by simultane-

ously optimizing power allocation and AP selection based on ZF beamforming. We

formulate it as a non-convex MINLP, which is NP-hard. To address this challenging

problem, we propose a new algorithm that embeds non-convex optimization into con-

temporary DRL, referred to as OSAC-G. OSAC-G enjoys the benefits of directly on-

line inferring solutions for the non-convex problem with a much lower computational

complexity compared to conventional non-convex optimization. To enable OSAC-G

to adapt to the variations of class II parameters without learning from scratch, we

further develop a GTN that extracts the underlying relationships between APs and

UEs from a constructed heterogeneous graph. Simulation results demonstrate that

the green energy scheme significantly decreases energy consumption compared to the

existing ones.

77
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4.1 Introduction

Cell-free massive MIMO has demonstrated great potential to enhance wireless

networks by significantly increasing spectral efficiency and coverage area. The con-

ventional MIMO system is limited by the cell-centric design with inherent inter-cell

interference [118]. Cell-free massive MIMO can address degraded cell-edge perfor-

mance by distributing a massive number of antennas over a large geographic area

and fully eliminating inter-cell interference [59]. Specifically, a large number of APs

equipped with single or multiple antennas are connected to a central processing unit

(CPU) through high-capacity fronthaul links and jointly serve a number of UEs with

the same time-frequency resource blocks [119]. In this case, the concept of “cell” and

“cell edges” are no longer relevant, and inter-cell interference is eliminated. Con-

sequently, significantly increased spectral efficiency and system capacity could be

achieved. Besides, some antennas are potentially closer to the UEs in the cell-free

massive MIMO configuration, which yields a higher degree of macro-diversity and

lower path losses [120].

Several critical techniques have been proposed and progressively improved in cell-

free massive MIMO. Beamforming aims to adjust signals transmitted by each AP to

create a constructive interference pattern at the intended UE location, and appro-

priate beamforming techniques should be developed to mitigate interference. In the

literature, conjugate beamforming (CB) is most considered due to its simple structure

without much performance loss. The authors in [58] implemented CB on the down-

link, which achieved low interference and high per-user throughput. In [121], the

authors developed a modified CB for the downlink to eliminate self-interference and

achieve good performance without pilots. In cell-free massive MIMO, usually, a large
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number of distributed AP antennas are involved, and channel estimation is operated

in large dimensions and highly challenging. Several efforts have been endeavored to

develop efficient channel estimation methods. Single measurement vector based min-

imum mean square error (MMSE) estimation was proposed in [122] and centralized

MMSE estimation was developed in [123]. In addition to the estimation method,

pilot assignment is another crucial aspect. It ensures that each UE receives a suffi-

cient number of pilots while minimizing interference between different UEs. Various

techniques have been reported in the open literature. A weighted graphic framework-

based approach and Hungarian algorithm-based approach have been proposed in [124]

and [125], respectively.

In addition to the aforementioned key techniques, energy efficiency in cell-free

massive MIMO is another critical issue. As a multitude of APs are distributed across

a wide geographical area, a dedicated fronthaul link is required to connect each AP

to a CPU [126], and the transmissions and hardware-related static power supplies of

the APs consume huge energy, resulting in significantly degraded energy efficiency.

Recently, some methods were proposed to optimize the energy efficiency in cell-free

massive MIMO [30–32]. In [30], the authors optimized power allocation to maximize

total energy efficiency constrained by per-user spectral efficiency and per-AP trans-

mit power. Based on the power allocation, the AP selection was optimized to further

increase energy efficiency. The authors in [31] optimized the association parame-

ters to maximize energy efficiency subject to minimum rate constraints by modified

deep deterministic policy gradients (DDPG) algorithm. In [32], the power allocation

and load balancing were jointly optimized to minimize downlink power consumption

subject to transmit powers and spectral requirements.
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In this chapter, we develop a green energy scheme in downlink cell-free massive

MIMO by simultaneously optimizing power allocation and AP selection based on

local-based ZF, a more efficient beamforming technique compared to CB [127]. We

consider a practical energy consumption model that includes energy consumed by

fronthaul links and APs, where the former transfers data between APs and CPU [128].

We observe that some APs are potentially located far from the UEs, so it might not

be necessary to activate all APs all the time. By jointly optimizing power allocation

and AP selection, it is possible to identify a subset of APs that can be deactivated to

sleep mode leading to reduced energy consumption without significantly impacting the

quality of service, especially when the number of APs is relatively large. On this basis,

we formulate a non-convex MINLP constrained by QoS requirements and maximum

transmit power. This optimization problem involves a large number of mutually

coupled discrete and continuous variables, which is NP-hard. It becomes difficult for

the existing algorithms to handle a large mixed (discrete and continuous) space, and

generally no optimal solution can be found with a polynomial-time algorithm [129].

To address this challenge, we first transform mixed variables of the formulated

problem into continuous ones by exploiting a strong correlation between the activated

APs and the power allocation coefficients. Despite its decreased computational com-

plexity, the transformed problem is still very challenging due to its non-convexity.

Therefore, we propose a new algorithm that embeds non-convex optimization into

contemporary DRL [130], referred to as optimization-embedded soft actor-critic with

graph transformer networks (OSAC-G). OSAC-G exploits soft actor-critic (SAC) [131]

to learn the optimal mapping from the “state” (Class I parameters e.g., time-varying
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wireless parameters) to the “action” (e.g., power allocation and AP selection) to max-

imize the “reward” through one-off offline training. This enjoys the benefits of directly

online inferring solutions for the transformed non-convex problem with a much lower

computation complexity. With the soft policy updates of SAC, OSAC-G can stabi-

lize learning and improve convergence. However, SAC alone cannot guarantee that all

constraints in the formulated problem can be strictly satisfied and cannot capture the

complex data structure of solutions for the non-convex formulated problem. As a so-

lution, we leverage the successive approximation method (SAM) to incorporate both

optimization objectives and constraints into the design of the reward function. With

the handcrafted reward function, it is verified that all the constraints can be satisfied

with a high probability. The designed reward function involves solution performance

evaluation, and the decision-making of joint power allocation and AP selection by

OSAC-G is further improved.

Moreover, whenever the Class II parameters (e.g., the number of APs and the

number of UEs) change, DRL models need to be retrained based on the new param-

eters. To avoid repetitive training, we develop a novel GTN in OSAC-G adaptive to

the moderate variation of Class II parameters without learning from scratch. Under

the GTN, a heterogeneous graph [132] is first constructed, where each AP-UE pair

is mapped to one node of the graph. The hidden feature within each node, indepen-

dent of different Class II parameters, is then extracted by the graph transformer and

mapped to the action. In addition, multi-head attention [133] is introduced to assign

a different weight to each node, which highlights the dependency of each AP-UE pair.

The subsequent sections of this chapter are structured in the following manner.

We first introduce the system model and formulate a non-convex problem in Section
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4.2. Then, we elaborate on the design of the proposed OSAC-G for fast online power

allocation and AP selection in Section 4.3. Furthermore, we develop a GTN to en-

hance the model generalization capability in Section 4.4. On this basis, in Section

4.5, we provide the convergence and computational complexity analysis. In Section

4.6, the simulation results are presented and discussed. Finally, the conclusions are

presented in Section 4.7.

4.2 System and Signal Transmission Model

4.2.1 System Model

We consider a cell-free massive MIMO system, where N APs, each with M an-

tennas, simultaneously serve K single-antenna UEs within the same time-frequency

resource (NM � K). The N APs are randomly distributed across a large geograph-

ical area and are connected to a CPU via fronthaul links. It is assumed that the

uplink and downlink transmissions operate under the time-division duplex (TDD)

mode. Additionally, a quasi-static block Rayleigh fading channel [134] is assumed,

where channel coefficients remain constant during a transmission block but vary in-

dependently from block to block. Specifically, the channel coefficients gnk ∈ CM×1

between AP n and UE k are modeled as

gnk = β
1/2
nk hnk, (4.2.1)

where βn,k is the large-scale fading coefficient consisting of path loss and shadowing,

which is already known by each AP [127]. Besides, hnk ∼ CN (0, IM) are the small-

scale fading coefficients.

In this chapter, we consider the downlink transmission. Based on the channel
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reciprocity in the TDD mode, during a coherence interval τc, the uplink training is

first used for CSI acquisition, and then beamforming based on the obtained CSI is

used for downlink data transmission. Next, we elaborate on these two phases.

4.2.2 Uplink Training

During uplink training, UEs simultaneously transmit their pilot sequences. Uti-

lizing the received pilot sequences, the APs can estimate the CSI through MMSE

estimation. The time interval for the uplink training is denoted by τp, which is

smaller than τc. It is assumed that τp (τp ≤ K) orthogonal pilots are available. Let

ik ∈ {1, · · · , τp} be the index of the pilot used by UE k, and ϕk = φik is the pilot

sequence sent by UE k with ‖φik‖
2 = 1,∀k. Note that when τp < K, two different

UEs might use the same pilot sequence, resulting in the pilot contamination effect

[135].

The received signal matrix Yn ∈ CM×τp from UE k to the AP n can be written as

Yn =
√
τpδp

K∑
k=1

gnkϕ
H
k + Wn, (4.2.2)

where δp is the uplink power of each pilot symbol, and Wn is the Gaussian noise

matrix whose elements [Wn]i,j ∼ CN (0, σ2).

To estimate the channel coefficients gnk for UE k, we denote the correlation be-

tween the received signal matrix Yn and the pilot sequence ϕk by ŷnk. Mathemati-

cally, we have

ŷnk = Ynϕk =
√
τpδpgnk +

√
τpδp

K∑
k′ 6=k

gnk′ϕ
H
k′ϕk + Wnϕk. (4.2.3)

Utilizing the MMSE [136] for estimation, the estimated channel coefficients, denoted
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by ĝnk, could be expressed as

ĝnk = GnkŶ
−1
nk ŷnk, (4.2.4)

where
Gnk , E

{
gnkŷ

H
nk

}
=
√
τpδpβnkIM ,

Ŷnk , E
{

ŷnkŷ
H
nk

}
=
(
τpδp

K∑
k′=1

βnk′ |ϕHk′ϕk|
2

+ σ2
)
IM .

(4.2.5)

On this basis, ĝnk consists of M independent and identical distributed components

and the variance of the m-th element of ĝnk is defined as

γnk = E
{
|[ĝnk]m|2

}
=

τpδpβ
2
nk

τpδp
∑K

k′=1 βnk′|ϕHk′ϕk|
2

+ σ2
, (4.2.6)

and the MMSE estimation error is denoted as g̃nk = gnk−ĝnk which follows CN (0, (βnk−

γnk)IM).

In this chapter, we define two classes of parameters: Class I and Class II. Class I

parameters are related to the systems, e.g., the large-scale fading coefficient βn,k and

the variance of the estimated channel coefficients γn,k. Class II parameters are related

to the network scale, e.g., the number of APs N and the number of UEs K.

4.2.3 Downlink Data Transmission

Based on the estimated channel coefficients ĝn,k, APs precode data and transmit

them to UEs. Conventionally, most work [137–139] adopt CB schemes for beamform-

ing. In this chapter, local-based ZF beamforming is adopted. Unlike conventional ZF,

it does not need the CSI transmission from APs to the CPU, as each AP only needs

local CSI for beamformer construction. Consequently local-based ZF and CB have

the same fronthaul requirements. For τp ≤ K, some of the estimated channels are

parallel, and the channel estimate Ĝn = [ĝn,1, · · · , ĝn,K ] ∈ CM×K is rank-deficient.
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Therefore, we define a full-rank channel estimate at AP n as

Ḡn = YnΦ ∈ CM×τp , (4.2.7)

where Φ =
[
ϕ1, · · ·ϕτp

]
∈ Cτp×τp . The estimated channel coefficients related to Ḡn

could be expressed as

ĝnk = GnkŶ
−1
nk Ḡnek, (4.2.8)

where ek denotes the ik-th column of Iτp . The normalized ZF beamforming vector

ank ∈ CM×1 of AP n associated with UE k is given by

ank =
Ḡn(ḠH

n Ḡn)
−1

ek√
E{‖Ḡn(ḠH

n Ḡn)
−1

ek‖
2
}
. (4.2.9)

Note that (4.2.9) requires M > τp. Then, the transmitted data signal by AP n can

be written as

xn =
K∑
k=1

√
pnkankck, (4.2.10)

where ck is the data symbol for UE k with E{|ck|2} = 1, and pnk is the power control

coefficient allocated to UE k from AP n. Constrained by maximum transmitted power

PTX at each AP, the averaged power of xn could be expressed as

E{‖xn‖2} =
K∑
k=1

pnkE{‖ank‖2}E{|ck|2} ≤ PTX. (4.2.11)

Substituting (4.2.9) and E{|ck|2} = 1 into (4.2.11), we obtain the power constraint∑K
k=1 pnk ≤ PTX. With the transmitted signal xn for AP n, the received signal at UE

k could be formulated as

yk =
N∑
n=1

gHnkxn+wk =
N∑
n=1

K∑
k=1

√
pnkg

H
nkankck+

N∑
n=1

K∑
k′ 6=k

√
pnk′g

H
nk′ank′ck′+wk. (4.2.12)

Based on (4.2.12), UE k detects the desired data symbol ck with channel statistics

technique [140]. Specifically, there are no downlink pilots and we do not have knowl-

edge about the effective channel gain
∑N

n=1

√
pnkg

H
nkank. Instead, we employ the
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first-order statistic
∑N

n=1

√
pnkE

{
gHnkank

}
as the effective channel to demodulate ck.

The received signal at UE k on the downlink can be expressed as

yk = DSk · ck + BUk · ck +
K∑
k′ 6=k

UIkk′ · ck′ + wk, (4.2.13)

where

DSk =
N∑
n=1

√
pnk E

{
gHnkank

}
,

BUk =
N∑
n=1

(√
pnkg

H
nkank −

√
pnk E

{
gHnkank

})
,

UIkk′ =
N∑
n=1

√
pnk′g

H
nkank′ ,

(4.2.14)

represent the desired signal, beamforming uncertainty, and inter-user interference,

respectively. Following [140], the desired signal DSk for UE k is deterministic and un-

related to the effective noise including BUk, UIkk′ and wk. According to uncorrelated

Gaussian noise bound in [141], the effective achievable rate of UE k, denoted as Rk,

based on signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio of the UE k, denoted as SINRk, could

be expressed as

Rk =
τc − τp
τc

B log2

(
1 + SINRk

)
, (4.2.15)

where

SINRk =
|DSk|2

E{|BUk|2}+
K∑
k′ 6=k

E{|UIk|2}+ σ2

=
(M − τp)

∣∣pHk γk∣∣2
(M − τp)

K∑
k′=1

|ϕHk′ϕk|2 |pHk′γk′|
2

+
K∑
k′=1

pHk′Bk′pk′ + σ2

.

(4.2.16)

where pk = [
√
p1k, · · · ,

√
pNk]

T and γk = [
√
γ1k, · · · ,

√
γNk]

T . In addition, Bk ∈

CN×N is the diagonal matrix whose n-th diagonal element is βnk− γnk. Furthermore,
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to evaluate the effective achievable rate performance for all UEs, we denote the sum-

rate as RΣ =
∑K

k=1 Rk.

4.2.4 Problem Formulation

Energy efficiency in cell-free massive MIMO is a critical issue to be considered.

Compared with conventional massive MIMO systems, cell-free massive MIMO sys-

tems require a much larger number of APs that are spread out over a large geo-

graphical area, and more dedicated fronthaul links are required to connect each AP

to the CPU, which potentially increases the total power consumption. Besides, elec-

tromagnetic radiation for signal transmission and hardware operation also accounts

for a large portion of power consumption. The total energy consumption Ptotal could

be formulated as Ptotal =
∑N

n=1 P
A
n +

∑N
n=1 P

F
n , where PA

n and PF
n represent power

consumption by AP n and power consumption of the fronthaul link to transfer data

between AP n and CPU, respectively.

In this chapter, we design a green energy efficiency optimization strategy in cell-

free massive MIMO, aiming to minimize the total power consumption. Our key

motivation is as follows. There exists a large number of APs distributed to systems.

In this case, some APs can be deactivated for energy saving without significantly

reducing transmission rates when UEs experience notable propagation loss due to

the weak channels associated with these deactivated APs. Here, each AP within

the network operates in either active or sleep (deactivated) mode. In active mode,

a given AP n can transmit data in the downlink. As expected, PA
n in the active

mode is contingent upon the radiated power PA,tx
n . Besides, PA

n also depends on

parameters such as the efficiency of the power amplifier, small-signal RF transceiver
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power, baseband power, feeder losses, and cooling losses [142]. In sleep mode, the

AP n enters a state of diminished power consumption where it remains operationally

inactive yet not entirely powered off, thereby enabling prompt reactivation.

Despite the absence of radiation, there are components that are still active and

consume power. Consequently, PA
n could be formulated as

PA
n =


PA,tx
n

κAn
+ PA,chain

n + PA,fix
n , Active mode,

PA,fix
n , Sleep mode,

(4.2.17)

where κA
n is the power amplifier efficiency, PA,chain

n represents the power consumption

of the circuitry associated with each RF chain, and PA,fix
n represents the fixed AP

power consumption.

The fronthaul links are established between the CPU and APs, and the authors

in [30, 143] introduced the fronthaul power consumption model, where the fronthaul

power is consumed to transmit power control coefficient pn,k and UEs data. On this

basis, the power consumption model can be established for PF
n , and we have

PF
n =

ξ
FRΣ + PF,fix

n , Active mode,

PF,fix
n , Sleep mode,

(4.2.18)

where ξF
n represents the traffic-dependent power coefficient (in W/bps), which is pro-

portional to the sum effective achievable rate, and PF,fix
n represents fixed fronthaul

power consumption.

On this basis, by jointly optimizing power allocation and AP selection, a subset

of APs are deactivated to sleep mode resulting in decreased energy consumption and

improved energy efficiency. The set of the activated APs is denoted by A ⊆ N =

{1, · · · , N}. Accordingly, the total energy consumption could be expressed as

Ptotal =
N∑
n=1

(PA,fix
n +PF,fix

n )+
∑
n∈A

PA,chain
n +

∑
n∈A

ξF

K∑
k=1

Rk +
1

κA
n

∑
n∈A

K∑
k=1

PA,tx
n . (4.2.19)
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When omitting the constant item
∑N

n=1(PA,fix
n + PB,fix

n ) in (4.2.19), the energy con-

sumption minimization problem can be formulated by jointly optimizing power allo-

cation and AP selection

P1 : min
pnk≥0,A

∑
n∈A

PA,chain
n +

∑
n∈A

ξF

K∑
k=1

Rk +
1

κA
n

∑
n∈A

K∑
k=1

γnkpnk (4.2.20)

s.t. Rk ≥ ηk, (4.2.20a)

K∑
k=1

pnk ≤ PTX, (4.2.20b)

where ηk is QoS requirement at UE k. The objective function in (4.2.20) represents

the optimized power consumption Popt in the downlink based on activated APs in

A and the power control coefficient pnk subject to QoS requirements and transmit

power limitations PTX.

However, P1 is quite complicated due to the following observations.

• It can be shown that P1 is an MINLP problem combining discrete variables

related to activated APs in A and continuous variables related to power control

coefficients {pnk}. Typically, the branch and bound (B&B) algorithm [87] could

be implemented to solve the MINLP problems by conducting a systematic search

over the discrete variables via an enumeration tree. However, the computational

complexity is exponential with the increased number of discrete variables.

• In essence, P1 is NP-hard [144]. Here, P1 consists of 2|A| non-convex sub-

problems, where |A| is the number of APs in A. In other words, its com-

putational complexity increases exponentially with the dimension of A, and

generally, no optimal solution could be found by a polynomial-time algorithm.

• When Class II parameters such as the channel coefficients gnk significantly
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change, P1 needs to be resolved from the scratch.

This calls for efficient strategies that scale favorably with the problem size and adapt

to dynamic network environments, enabling fast AP selection and power allocation.

4.2.5 Problem Transformation

Before introducing our proposed OSAC-G algorithm, we first simplify the compli-

cated MINLP problem P1. Specifically, we consider the strong correlation between the

activated APs in A and the power control coefficients {pnk}. If all power control coef-

ficients for AP n are zero, i.e., {pn,k = 0, k = 1, · · · , K}, AP n can be deactivated and

goes into sleep mode, which will significantly increase energy efficiency. Therefore, the

activated APs inA can be simultaneously captured by their power control coefficients.

Here, we first define a power allocation coefficient as qnk =
√
pnk, and its correspond-

ing matrix is denoted as Q ∈ RN×K with [Q]nk = qnk. For Q, its k-th column vector

qk = [q1k, · · · , qNk]T and its n-th row vector q̂n = [qn1, · · · , qnK ]T represent power

allocation vectors for UE k and AP n, respectively. Obviously, if we have ‖q̂n‖2 = 0,

the AP n is deactivated. Then, we further denote Q̂ = [‖q̂1‖2, · · · , ‖q̂N‖2]T , and

norm-zero ‖Q̂‖0 could represent the number of activated APs. Accordingly, P1 could

be reformulated as

P2 : min
qnk≥0

‖Q̂‖0(PA,chain
n + ξFB̄

K∑
k=1

R̄k) +
1

κA
n

N∑
n=0

K∑
k=1

γnkq
2
nk (4.2.21)

s.t. R̄k ≥ η̄k, (4.2.21a)

K∑
k=1

q2
nk ≤ PTX, (4.2.21b)
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where η̄k = ηk
B̄

, B̄ = τc−τp
τc
·B, and R̄k = log2

(
1+

(M−τp)|pHk γk|
2

(M−τp)
K∑
k′=1

|ϕH
k′ϕk|

2|pHk′γk′|
2
+

K∑
k′=1

pH
k′Bk′pk′+σ

2

)
.

With ‖Q̂‖0, the MINLP problem P1 with mixed variables are converted to P2 only

with continuous variables. Utilizing the continuous variable qnk, power allocation and

AP selection are jointly optimized. However, P2 is still very challenging due to its

non-convexity for ‖Q̂‖0 and R̄k. Conventionally, SAM is a viable solution for non-

convex optimization [145]. This method starts with an initial approximation of the

root. Then a series of first-order approximations are implemented to the non-convex

constraints for solving the convex approximations iteratively until the desired level of

accuracy is achieved. However, this method suffers from three major limitations:

• (L1) Due to the non-convexity of P2, this method features high computational

complexity as a large number of iterations are involved to converge to a satisfac-

tory local optimal solution. The detailed complexity analysis will be elaborated

on in Section 4.5.2

• (L2) Once Class I parameters (e.g., βnk and γnk) vary, P2 has to be solved

again, the complexity of which impedes the real-time power allocation and AP

selection.

• (L3)Similarly, whenever Class II parameters (e.g., the number of APs N and

the number of UEs K) change, P2 needs to be resolved. Moreover, with the

increase of N or K, the computational complexity increases significantly.
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4.3 The Proposed OSAC-G Algorithm

In this section, we first provide an overall picture of the proposed OSAC-G al-

gorithm to solve the non-convex formulated problem in downlink cell-free massive

MIMO. Then, we provide the preliminary and develop OSAC-G by embedding non-

convex optimization into contemporary DRL methods. Finally, we introduce the

components of OSAC-G, including pre-processing module, successive approximation

module, critic network module, and GTN actor network module.

4.3.1 Overall Picture of OSAC-G Algorithm

DRL combines deep learning and reinforcement learning to take actions in com-

plex situations with varying Class I parameters [146]. DRL learns a mapping from the

input states (e.g., Class I parameters) to output actions (e.g., power allocation and

AP selection), and a model is trained first by maximizing a predefined reward func-

tion. On this basis, DRL can directly online infer optimal power allocation and AP

selection, resulting in a much lower computational complexity. This has the potential

to address (L1) and (L2). However, DRL alone cannot guarantee that all constraints

in the formulated problem can be strictly satisfied either during training or online

inference, and cannot capture the complex data structure of solutions. Moreover, the

conventional DRL cannot handle (L3), because the DRL model needs to be trained

from scratch whenever there is a significant variation in the Class II parameters.

The above observation motivates us to develop OSAC-G, which embeds non-

convex optimization (SAM) into the DRL method (SAC) to directly online infer

solutions for the proposed non-convex problems. It features significantly lower com-

plexity while guaranteeing constraints are satisfied in a large probability. We leverage
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SAM to incorporate both optimization objectives and constraints into the design of

the reward function. The designed reward function involves solution performance

evaluation, and the decision-making of joint power allocation and AP selection by

OSAC-G is further improved. Besides, incorporating the soft policy updates and

entropy regularization, OSAC-G can also stabilize learning and improve convergence.

4.3.2 The Preliminary of OSAC-G Algorithm

As shown in Fig. 4.1, the proposed OSAC-G algorithm consists of two phases: the

offline training phase and the online inference phase. In the offline training phase,

a significant amount of time to converge is required, but this training is a one-off

offline process and its complexity can be ignored from the overall perspective. Once

the offline training is completed, online inference for directly mapping the state to

the action (power allocation and AP selection) can be made in real time with very

low complexity. Next, we provide the preliminary in this subsection, including state,

action, reward function, and the soft value function.

State: For the channel between AP n and UE k at time step t, the state is denoted

as χn,k(t) = {βn,k(t), γn,k(t), c′I(t)}, where c′I(t) represents Class I parameters, which

includes the distance dn,k between AP n and UE k, QoS requirement ηk and maximum

transmitted power PTX, excluding βn,k(t) and γn,k(t). Besides, we denote the state of

the system as χ(t) with [χ(t)]n,k = χn,k(t). Consequently, the state space could be

represented as X = {χ(1),χ(2),χ(3), · · · }.

Action: The agent strategically takes an action for the channel between AP n

and UE k, and the action is represented by %n,k(t) = qn,k(t) at time step t, and the

action of the system is denoted as %(t) with [%(t)]n,k = %n,k(t). Consequently, the
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action space could be represented as Y = {%(1),%(2),%(3), · · · }.

Reward: We denote reward for the state-action pair {χ(t),%(t)} as Z(χ(t),%(t)),

which measures the performance of the action %(t) and makes the agent take bet-

ter decisions. Given Z(χ(t),%(t)), the DRL attempts to learn an optimal policy π∗

capable of effectively mapping a given state χ(t) to an optimal action %(t)∗. As

%(t) provides power control for each UE. Thus, Z(χ(t),%(t)) measures the perfor-

mance of %(t) based on whether the corresponding scheme minimizes the total power

consumption in (4.2.21) subject to constraints (4.2.21a) - (4.2.21b).

Obviously, the objective function in (4.2.21) should be considered in the design

of the reward function aimed at guiding the agent. At time step t, the actor of

OSAC-G directly online infers the action %(t) with [%(t)]n,k = qn,k. By substituting

{qn,k | n = 1, · · ·N, k = 1, · · · , K} into the objective of P2, we can obtain Popt(t).

On this basis, the reward function related to the objective function is expressed as

Zobj(t) = |Popt(t)− P s
opt(t)|, (4.3.1)

where P s
opt(t) is the optimized power consumption solved by successive approximation

module to be specified in Section 4.3.3. The reason why we incorporate (4.3.1) in the

design of the reward function is that the solution online inferred by OSAC-G could

asymptotically approach that calculated by the successive approximation module.

Besides, if power allocation coefficients inferred by OSAC-G approach those cal-

culated by the SAM, an incentive is given to OSAC-G and we have

Zpc(t) =
N∑
n=1

K∑
k=1

∣∣∣qnk(t)− qs
nk(t)

∣∣∣. (4.3.2)

Due to the complex constraints in non-convex optimization problems, it is challenging

for the DRL alone to learn a policy while strictly following all the constraints. There-

fore, we take constraints into account in our reward function design. Specifically,
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if the solution solved by OSAC-G cannot satisfy the constraints of the formulated

problem, a penalty is given to OSAC-G, and we have

Zcstr(t) =
K∑
k=1

ωηsgn(R̄k(t)− η̄k) + ωγsgn(PTX −
K∑
k=1

γnk(t)qnk(t)
2), (4.3.3)

where ωη and ωγ are the penalty coefficients for constraints (4.2.21a) and (4.2.21b),

respectively, and sgn(·) is a sign function. The total reward of {χ(t),%(t)} is given

by

Z(χ(t),%(t)) = ωobjZobj(t) + ωpcZpc(t) + ωcstrZcstr(t), (4.3.4)

where ωobj, ωpc and ωcstr are the penalty coefficients. Clearly, our designed reward

function comprehensively considers three factors: objective function, solved solutions,

and constraints.

Soft Value Function: SAC is one of the leading-edge off-policy DRL algorithms,

and it comprises a policy network acting as an actor and a Q-value network performing

as a critic [147]. Different from the objective of standard DRL, SAC considers the

objective with maximum entropy H(π(%(t)|χ(t))) = E%(t)∼π[− log π(%(t)|χ(t))] and

the expected sum of reward, where π(%(t)|χ(t)) denotes the probability of taking

action %(t) based on χ(t) under π. The optimal policy π∗ is expressed as

π∗ = arg max
π

E(χ(t),%(t))∼ρπ

{
∞∑
t=0

γt [Z(χ(t),%(t)) + αH(π(%(t)|χ(t)))]

}
, (4.3.5)

where ρπ is the state-action marginals of the trajectory distribution induced by

π(%(t)|χ(t)), γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor. In addition, α ∈ [0,∞] is the tempera-

ture parameter [131] which determines the significance of the entropy term (H(π(%(t)|χ(t))))

relative to the reward (Z(χ(t),%(t))), and it controls the stochasticity of the optimal

policy. With a larger α, the stochasticity of the policy increases, and the agent is

more likely to explore and take random actions.

The objective of SAC is to learn three categories of neural networks including
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(a)  Offline training Phase

(b)  Online inference Phase

Figure 4.1: Our proposed OSAC-G Algorithm.

parameterized target value network Vψ(χ(t)), the soft value network Qφ(χ(t),%(t))

(critic network) and the policy network πθ(%(t)|χ(t)) (actor network). The param-

eters ψ, φ, and θ are improved iteratively during the learning process, and their

initialization is executed to fulfill the criteria of conforming to the standard normal

distribution at the beginning of OSAC-G. Specifically, the soft Q-function parameters

serve as an implicit parameterization for the target value function

Vψ(χ(t)) = E%(t)∼π

[
Q(χ(t),%(t))− α log π(%(t)|χ(t))

]
, (4.3.6)

and target value network is trained through the minimization of the squared residual

error with the objective

LV (ψ) = Eχ(t)∼D

[1

2

(
Vψ(χ(t))− E%(t)∼πθ [Qφ(χ(t),%(t))− log πθ(%(t)|χ(t))]

)2]
.

(4.3.7)
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Algorithm 2 Optimization-embedded Soft Actor-Critic with Graph Transformer
Networks (OSAC-G) Algorithm.

1: Initialize target value network parameters ψ, ψ̄; critic network parameters φ;
actor network parameters θ.

2: for each iteration do
3: for each environment step do
4: Observe the environment (state) χ(t) and compute χh(t) with pre-

processing.
5: Calculate the mean and standard deviation (µg(t),σg(t)) and take action
%(t) by the GTN actor network with θ.

6: Compute %s(t) by the successive approximation module, and receive the
reward Z(χh(t),%(t)).

7: Incorporate the following tuple into the replay memory buffer D ← D ∪
{
(
%(t),χh(t), Z(χh(t),%(t))

)
}.

8: end for
9: for each step do

10: Select a batch of samples
(
%(t),χh(t), Z(χh(t),%(t))

)
from the replay

memory buffer D in a randomized manner.
11: Compute LV (ψ) and update ψ according to (4.3.7).
12: Compute LQ(φ) and update φ according to (4.3.14).
13: Compute Lπ(θ) and θ according to (4.3.18).
14: Update target value parameters ψ̄ ← δψ + (1− δ)ψ̄.
15: end for
16: end for

4.3.3 OSAC-G Algorithm

Next, we provide the workflow of the offline training of OSAC-G, followed by

elaboration on the design of its components1. Its workflow is summarized in Al-

gorithm 2. Once the neural network parameters ψ, φ, and θ are initialized, each

iterative step comprises two distinct phases: 1) acquisition of experience from the

1In OSAC-G, standard procedures of RL include critic network module and replay memory buffer,
and our novel contributions include the pre-processing, successive approximation module, GTN, and
the handcraft reward function., including pre-processing module, successive approximation module,
critic network module, and GTN actor network module.
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environment (Lines 3 − 8), and 2) training and modification of the network param-

eters (Lines 9 − 15). During the first phase, we pre-process the system state χ(t)

and obtain χh(t), based on which the GTN actor with θ takes action %(t). In-

teracting with the environment, the successive approximation module computes the

solution %s(t) = {qs(t),xs(t),ys(t), zs(t), us(t)}, and the reward will be duly noted

and recorded within the replay memory buffer D. During the second phase, a batch

of samples is chosen randomly from D to facilitate the training process of the target

value network, the critic network, and the GTN actor network. Then, the neural

network parameters (ψ, ψ̄, φ, θ) are updated.

Pre-Processing Module

The pre-processing module prepares the raw input state χ(t) as the input to the

agent of OSAC-G (CPU). The input state χ(t) is defined in Section 4.3.2. Clearly,

the variables βn,k(t) and γn,k(t) in χn,k(t) are spread out over different ranges. Con-

sequently, in order to avoid convergence speed degradation in the training process,

we have to adopt a lower training rate, and complicated parameter initialization is

needed. We implement the min-max normalization to the components βn,k(t) and

γn,k(t) which are given by

β′n,k(t) =
βn,k(t)− βmin(t)

βmax(t)− βmin(t)
, n ∈ {1, · · ·N}, k ∈ {1, · · · , K},

γ′n,k(t) =
γn,k(t)− γmin(t)

γmax(t)− γmin(t)
, n ∈ {1, · · ·N}, k ∈ {1, · · · , K},

(4.3.8)

where βmax(t) and βmin(t) represent the maximum and minimum of large-scale fading

coefficients at time step t, respectively, and γmax(t) and γmin(t) represent the maximum

and minimum of variances of channel estimation at time step t, respectively. Here,

βmax(t), βmin(t), γmax(t) and γmin(t) are selected from the state [χ(t)]n,k = χn,k(t).
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Accordingly, we obtain the new state χ′n,k(t) with normalized β′n,k(t) and γ′n,k(t).

The integration of past states is a pivotal process in crafting a holistic represen-

tation that encapsulates the historical and current states. Then, we transform χ(t)

into
χhn,k(t) = (χ′n,k(1), · · · ,χ′n,k(t− T + 1)),

[χh(t)]n,k = χhn,k(t),
(4.3.9)

where T denotes the historical state sequence length. As T increases, the agent’s

decision-making capabilities improve [148]. However, a substantial value of T can

lead to a significantly larger state space, which, in turn, can impede the learning

speed of OSAC-G. The choice of T should strike a harmonious equilibrium between

enhancing decision-making capabilities and mitigating the associated complexity.

Successive Approximation Module

To design an efficient reward function, we embed the successive approximation

module in our OSAC-G. In the successive approximation module, we implement SAM

to solve P2. Specifically, we first introduce some auxiliary variables to P2. Then, we

apply the first approximation to the constraints and obtain P3 to be detailed in the

sequel. Finally, we solve P3 iteratively until a solution with good performance is

obtained. In particular, we introduce auxiliary positive variables u, xk, yk, zk into

P2. Moreover, to handle the non-convex constraints, a first-order approximation is
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utilized. Accordingly, P2 has been transformed into

P3 : min
qk,xk,yk,zk,u

= uPA,chain
n + ξBB̄

K∑
k=1

xk +
1

κA
n

N∑
n=0

K∑
k=1

γnkq
2
nk (4.3.10)

s.t. (M − τp)
K∑
k′=1

|ϕHk′ϕk|2
∣∣qHk′γk′∣∣2 +

K∑
k′=1

qHk′Bk′qk′ + σ2 ≤

(M − τp)
η̄k

[
2(qHk γk)(q̇

H
k γk)−

∣∣q̇Hk γk∣∣2] , (4.3.10a)

(u+ yk)
2 ≤ 2xk + u̇(2u− u̇) + ẏk(2yk − ẏk), (4.3.10b)

‖Q̂‖0 ≤ u, (4.3.10c)

1 + zk ≤ eyk(yk − ẏk + 1), (4.3.10d)

(M − τp)
∣∣qHk γk∣∣2

zk
≤ −

K∑
k′=1

q̇Hk′Bk′ q̇k′2(M − τp)
K∑
k′=1

|ϕHk′ϕk|2(qHk′γk′)(q̇
H
k′γk′)

+ 2
K∑
k′=1

qHk′Bk′ q̇k′ − (M − τp)
K∑
k′=1

|ϕHk′ϕk|2
∣∣q̇Hk γk∣∣2 + σ2, (4.3.10e)

K∑
k=1

q2
nk ≤ PTX. (4.3.10f)

It is clear that, in obtaining the objective function (4.3.10), R̄k and ‖Q̂‖0 in (4.3.10)

are substituted by u and xk, respectively, and the equivalence of P2 and P3 is guaran-

teed with constraints (4.3.10b), (4.3.10c), (4.3.10d) and (4.3.10e). To further simplify

the constraint (4.3.10c), we can write the block-sparsity norm l2,1 of L ∈ RN×M as

‖L‖2,1 =
∑N

n=1

√∑M
n=1 L

2
n,m, and the constraint (4.3.10c) could be approximated as

‖Q‖2,1 ≤ λu, where λ is the scaling factor. Overall, the application of ‖L‖2,1 results

in the convex transformation of constraint (4.3.10c) along with the convex objective

function (4.3.10).

The detailed workflow of the SAM is provided in Algorithm 3. The obtained so-

lution is denoted as %s(t) = {qs(t),xs(t),ys(t), zs(t), us(t)}, where qs(t) = [qs
1(t), · · · qs

K(t)]T ,

xs(t) = [xs
1(t), · · ·xs

K(t)]T , ys(t) = [ys
1(t), · · · ys

K(t)]T and zs(t) = [zs
1(t), · · · zs

K(t)]T .
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Algorithm 3 Successive Approximation Method (SAM).

Initialize a feasible solution q̇k, ẏk, u̇; a tolerance εs;
2: for each iteration do

Solve the problem presented in (4.3.10) and derive the corresponding solution
qs
k, x

s
k, y

s
k, z

s
k, u

s, ∀k.
4: Compute P s

opt(t).
If |Popt(t)− P s

opt(t)| ≤ εs → Stop iteration.
6: Update q̂k = qs

k; ẏk = ys
k; u̇ = us; Popt(t) = P s

opt(t).
end for

With the solution above, we can calculate the optimized power consumption P s
opt,

and design the reward function based on (4.3.1) to obtain a more accurate guide than

the cumulative reward. With qs(t), we can design the reward function based on (4.3.2)

to directly guide the actor by the relationship between optimal solution qs
nk and the

action generated by the actor. With the aid of successive approximation module, the

training of OSAC-G could be accelerated significantly, and a better policy could be

learned.

Critic Network Module

Here, we design the critic module as shown in Fig. 4.2(b). Given the input

(χh(t),%(t)), the critic generate the corresponding expectation of Qπ(χh(t),%(t))

including the long-term reward and entropy. The embedding layer is employed to

encode the state χh(t) into χc(t), and normalize the action %(t) a fixed dimension dc

Then, we apply three fully connected layers, which are 2-layer perceptron with

relu activation functions, to evaluate Qπ(χh(t),%(t)). Specifically, Qπ(χh(t),%(t))

is evaluated by the soft Q-value Qφ(χh(t),%(t)) parameterized by φ, and trained

through the minimization of the soft Bellman residual with the objective

LQ(φ) = E(χh(t),%(t))∼D

[1

2

(
Qφ(χh(t),%(t))− Q̂(χh(t),%(t))

)2]
, (4.3.11)
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Figure 4.2: (a) The structure of actor. (b) The structure of critic.

where

Q̂(χh(t),%(t)) = Z(χh(t),%(t)) + γEχh(t+1)[Vψ̄(χh(t+ 1))] (4.3.12)

is the target soft Q function and Vψ̄ is the target value to stabilize the learning process.

Accordingly, φ undergo stochastic gradient updates

∇̂φLQ(φ) = ∇φQφ(χh(t),%(t))
(
Qφ(χh(t),%(t))− (Z(χh(t),%(t))

+ γ(Qφ̄(χh(t+ 1),%(t+ 1))− α log πθ(χ
h(t+ 1),%(t+ 1))))

)
,

(4.3.13)

φ← φ− λc∇̂φLQ(φ), (4.3.14)

where λc is the learning rate of the critic, and Qφ̄ is the target soft Q function.

Here, a replay memory buffer D with size S is maintained to store newly generated

tuples {(%(t),χh(t), Z(χh(t),%(t)))} at each environment step. Upon filling the replay

memory, during each iteration, a mini-batch is sampled from D, and the critic network

is subjected to an update process whereby the minimization of LQ(φ) is performed.
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GTN Actor Network Module

We design the GTN actor network module as shown in Fig. 4.2(a). Given the

input state χh(t), the actor takes action and returns %(t). The actor is composed

of a GTN and an action generator. The former is designed to capture the graphical

characteristics of APs and UEs and enhance the model generalization capability of

OSAC-G. Given the input state χh(t), the GTN generates the mean µg(t) ∈ RN×K×µg

and the standard deviation σg(t) ∈ RN×K×σg , where µg and σg are the size of the

elements of µg(t) and σg(t), respectively. The GTN is to be elaborated in Section 4.4.

Then, the action generator generates actions utilizing the Gaussian distributions, as

follows:
q11(t) ∼ CN (µg11(t),σg11(t)),

· · ·

qnk(t) ∼ CN (µgnk(t),σ
g
nk(t)),

· · ·

qNK(t) ∼ CN (µgNK(t),σgNK(t)),

(4.3.15)

where µgnk(t) = [µg(t)]nk and σgnk(t) = [σg(t)]nk. Similar to the derivation of (4.3.11)

in the critic network, we update π by minimizing

Lπ(θ) = Eχ(t)∼D

[
E%(t)∼πθ [α log πθ(χ(t),%(t))−Qφ(χ(t),%(t))]

]
. (4.3.16)

The GTN actor network parameters θ are updated with stochastic gradients, and we

have

∇̂θLπ(θ) = ∇θα log πθ(χ(t),%(t)) +
(
∇%(t)α log πθ(χ(t),%(t))−Qφ(χ(t),%(t))

)
,

(4.3.17)

θ ← θ − λa∇̂φLπ(θ), (4.3.18)

where λa is the learning rate of the actor.
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Figure 4.3: The functional structure of the proposed GTN.

Remark 4.3.1. After joint optimization on power allocation and AP selection, there

are two outcomes. 1) If {pn,k ≈ 0, k = 1, · · · , K}, AP n is deactivated to the sleep

model, resulting in significantly high energy efficiency. Case 2: If the AP n is in

the active mode, for a certain UE k, we still might have pn,k ≈ 0 (For example, the

channel between UE k′ and AP n is weak). In this case, AP n is excluded from the

service of UE k.

4.4 The Proposed Graph Transformer Network

To enable OSAC-G to adapt to the moderate variations of Class II parameters

without learning from scratch (L3), we develop the GTN as shown in Fig. 4.3, which

is a component of the GTN actor network module. Specifically, we first construct a

heterogeneous graph to map each AP-UE pair to one node of the graph. Then, the

hidden feature within each node is extracted by the graph transformer.
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4.4.1 Heterogeneous Graph Construction

In this subsection, we convert the pre-processed state χh(t) to a heterogeneous

graph G = (V , E), wherein V represents the collection of nodes and E represents the

collection of edges. For a system with N APs and K UEs, we create NK nodes

that represent NK AP-UE pairs. For the AP-UE pair (node) (n, k) ∈ {1, ..., N} ×

{1, ..., K}, the state (n, k) at this node is collected, the node index is denoted as

i = I(n, k) ∈ {1, ..., NK}. Clearly, there are NK nodes in the set V . Each node

i comprised within the set V is inherently linked with a corresponding node feature

χi(t) with the size χ, and the initial node features for the problem are χhn,k(t).

If one node and its neighbor are connected to either the same AP or the same

UE, an edge e is generated between them, and we have e ∈ E . For example, I(1, 2)

and I(1, 3) are type-AP neighbors, and I(1,2) and I(2,2) are type-UE neighbors.

This neighbor relationship (edge) is pre-determined and recorded in the process of

collecting state. Each edge e is classified as belonging to either the type-AP if they

share a common AP, or to the type-UE if they share a common UE. For n, n′ ∈

{1, ..., N} and k, k′ ∈ {1, ..., K}, type-AP edge and type-UE edge are defined as

eAP = (I(n, k), I(n, k′)) ∈ EAP, n 6= n′,

eUE = (I(n, k), I(n′, k)) ∈ EUE, k 6= k′,
(4.4.1)

where EAP and EUE are sets of AP edge and UE edge, respectively. Clearly, we have

E = EAP ∪ EUE.

For node i, the set of its neighboring nodes is denoted as N (i) = {j ∈ V : (i, j) ∈

E}, whereas the sets

NAP(i) = {j ∈ V : (i, j) ∈ EAP},

NUE(i) = {j ∈ V : (i, j) ∈ EUE}.
(4.4.2)
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Here, NAP(i) includes all nodes that share the same AP with i = I(n, k), and NUE(i)

includes all nodes that share the same UE with i = I(n, k). To simplify the expres-

sion, we implement ◦ ∈ {AP,UE} in the next subsection. After the heterogeneous

graph construction, the pre-proposed state χh(t) is transferred to the graphical state

χg(t) = {χi, e◦i,j|i ∈ V , (i, j) ∈ E}. Then, we design a GTN to capture the graphical

information from χg(t).

4.4.2 The Structure of Graph Transformer

The graph transformer is proposed to incorporate the graph structure of the con-

structed heterogeneous graph into the neural networks to explore the hidden features

from nodes in V and edges in E [110]. Specifically, our graph transformer has mul-

tilayer structures [149] with each node aggregating features from its neighbors of

type-UE and type-AP, and combining them with its own features in each layer. The

graph transformer iteratively updates each node by aggregation and combination op-

erations. Besides, it is apparent that the power consumption for each AP-UE pair

could be potentially different with the same QoS requirement. Therefore, our pro-

posed graph transformer adopts multi-head attention to assign different weights to

the different neighbors of nodes.

Given the node features at time slot l, we adopt vanilla multi-head attention of

the transformer and incorporate the two types of edges defined in (4.4.1). Among C

multi-head attentions, the c-th attention of the edge between node i and its neighbor
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j can be calculated as

L◦c,i(l) = Ξ◦c,i(l) · χi(l) + b◦c,i(l),

L◦c,j(l) = Ξ◦c,j(l) · χj(l) + b◦c,j(l),

L◦c,ij(l) = Ξ◦c,ij(l) · e◦i,j(l) + b◦c,ij(l),

(4.4.3)

where Ξ◦c,i(l) ∈ RL×χ, Ξ◦c,j(l) ∈ RL×χ and Ξ◦c,ij(l) ∈ RL×1 are trainable weight param-

eters; b◦c,i(l) ∈ RL, b◦c,j(l) ∈ RL and b◦c,ij(l) ∈ RL are trainable bias parameters. Then,

the c-th attention coefficient between node i and its neighbor j could be expressed as

α◦c,ij(l) =
〈L◦c,i(l),L◦c,j(l) + L◦c,ij(l)〉∑

k∈N ◦(i)〈L◦c,i(l),L◦c,k(l) + L◦c,ik(l)〉
, (4.4.4)

where 〈x, y〉 = exp xT y√
d

is the exponential scale dot product and d represents the

hidden size of each head. With the graph multi-head attention, we make a message

aggregation for node i from its neighbors N ◦(i), and we have

AGGREGATE◦c,i(l) =
∑

j∈N ◦(i)

α◦c,ij(l)× L◦c,j(l). (4.4.5)

Then, we combine the feature of the node i and message aggregation from its neighbors

in (4.4.5), resulting in

COMBINE◦i (l) =
C⊕
c=1

(
L◦c,i(l) + AGGREGATE◦c,i(l)

)
, (4.4.6)

where
⊕

is the concatenation operation. Usually, C = 2 suffices as a further in-

crease in C results in a diminishing return. Note that the trainable parameters in

(4.4.4), (4.4.5), and (4.4.6) are different. Finally, combining COMBINEAP
i (l) and

COMBINEUE
i (l), the update rule of the node i is given by

UPDATEi(l) = Norm
(

ReLu(COMBINEAP
i (l) + COMBINEUE

i (l))
)
. (4.4.7)

Inputs with different Class II parameters will be constructed as heterogeneous graphs,

where the AP-UE pair is mapped to one node of the graph. It is clear that the oper-

ations (4.4.3) - (4.4.7) do not rely on any specific ordering of neighbors of each node.
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Consequently, the output of GTN is guaranteed to exhibit permuted equivariance

and is independent of different Class II parameters. Besides, due to the self-attention

mechanism in GTN, a different weight is applied to each node, which highlights the

dependency of each AP-UE pair. The computational complexity is only related to

the graph density, so GTN is an ideal choice for processing the formulated problem

P2.

4.5 Performance Analysis

4.5.1 Convergence Analysis

In this section, we investigate the asymptotic convergence of OSAC-G. To achieve

this, we first investigate the performance of successive approximation module, which

is a component of OSAC-G. As mentioned in Section 4.3.3, P2 is transformed to P3 by

the first-order approximation, and then P3 is solved by the successive approximation

module. Here, the process for solving P3 is considered as a function F with the input

%s(t) and the output %s(t + 1), which is denoted as %s(t + 1) = F(%s(t)). Note that

the feasible solution to an optimization problem should satisfy all its constraints. For

feasible solution %s(t) of P3, the solution %s(t + 1) is feasible in the optimization

problem P3 as mentioned in [150].

Theorem 4.5.1. The solution %s(t) converges to a local optimum or saddle point of

the optimization problem P3.

At iteration t+1, the constraints of P3 are first updated by the solution %s(t), and

then %s(t + 1) is solved by successive approximation module. Clearly, %s(t) satisfies

the constraints of P3 at iteration t + 1, and %s(t) is one of the solutions for P3 and
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provides the upper bound. Therefore, we have P s
opt(t + 1) ≤ P s

opt(t). Clearly, P s
opt(t)

monotonically decreases with iteration. With enough iterations, %s(t) could converge

to a local minimum or saddle point for P2, and Theorem 4.5.1 has been validated.

Implementing escaping saddle points technique for successive approximation [151], we

can find the local minimum for P2. However, the successive approximation module

obtains the local minimum of P2 at the cost of a number of iterations. It is impractical

to solve P2 within each time slot.

In the following, we analyze the convergence of OSAC-G. In our OSAC-G, we em-

bed the successive approximation module to design an appropriate reward function

Z(χ(t),%(t)) in (4.3.4). Once %s(t) solved by successive approximation module con-

verges to the local minimum, accurate Z(χ(t),%(t)) would be generated. By providing

better reward functions for χ(t), the agent is more likely to learn the policy faster and

more efficiently. Specifically, the loss Lπ(θ) converges when |Popt(t) − P s
opt(t)| ≤ εP ,

where εP is the power tolerance. Consequently, with the trained policy, OSAC-G can

directly infer the solution with significantly lower complexity.

4.5.2 Computational Complexity Analysis

As a typical optimization method, SAM can obtain a near-optimal solution to

the non-convex problem but suffers from high computational complexity due to the

introduction of multiple convex approximations. Given the interior-point method, the

complexity required for solving the convex optimization problem on each iteration is

O((NK)3Nc) [152], where Nc is the count of constraints. The total complexity of

SAM is O((NK)3NcNs), where Ns signifies the count of iterations involved.

By contrast, the complexity of OSAC-G lies in training and online inference, and
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training is a one-off offline process and its complexity can be ignored. After the

offline training, we apply the trained GTN actor network to directly optimize the

power allocation and AP selection in the downlink. Therefore, the complexity of the

online inference is generated due to the GTN actor network. As shown in Fig. 4.3, the

GTN builds the self-attention module with C heads. For simplicity, we analyze a one-

head module and explore its complexity. A head takes the input χg(t) = {χi, e◦i,j|i ∈

V , (i, j) ∈ E}, and applies (4.4.3) to obtain L◦c,i ∈ RL×χ, L◦c,j ∈ RL×χ and L◦c,ij ∈

RL×χ. Then, we obtain α◦c,ij(l) following (4.4.4), and the complexity can be calculated

as O(L2χ) for each head. After implementing the aggregate, combine and update

operations to C self-attention attention heads as shown in Section 4.4, the complexity

for the GTN is O(CL2χ) Overall, to solve the non-convex optimization problem

with NK variables, the total complexity of the online interference is calculated as

O(NKCL2χ). For example, to solve P2 with N = 40 and K = 10, the typical count

of iterations for SAM is Ns = 50, and the number of constraints is Nc = 6. Thus,

the complexity for SAM is on the order of 1010, which requires high computational

complexity which is consistent with L1. By contrast, the complexity for OSAC-G

to solve P2 is on the order of 106 with C = 2 multi-head attentions, the hidden

size L = 32 and the state size χ = 5. Clearly, we can conclude that OSAC-G can

significantly reduce the complexity compared to SAM.
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4.6 Simulation Results

4.6.1 Experimental Settings

In the simulation, we consider the downlink in a cell-free massive MIMO system,

where APs and UEs are located randomly within a square area, and the distance dn,k

between AP n and UE k follows a uniform distribution U(1, 1) (in kilometers). Each

UE randomly chooses one pilot sequence from a pre-defined collection of mutually

orthogonal pilot sequences, wherein each sequence has a duration of τp symbols. The

modeling of large-scale fading coefficient βn,k can be represented by

βnk = PL(dnk) · 10
σshznk

10 , (4.6.1)

where 10
σshznk

10 is the log-normal shadowing with the standard deviation σsh and znk

[153], and PL(dnk) is the path loss (in dB) [154] which is expressed as

PL(dnk) =


− L− 35 log10(dnk), dnk ≥ d1,

− L− 15 log10(d1)− 20 log10(dnk), d0 ≤ dnk ≤ d1,

− L− 15 log10(d1)− 20 log10(d0), dnk ≤ d0,

(4.6.2)

where d0 and d1 are the distance constants and

L = 149.48+33.9 log10(f)−(1.1 log10(f)−0.7)hUE−13, 82 log10(hAP)+(1.56 log10(f)−0.8),

(4.6.3)

where hUE and hAP are the height of UE and AP, respectively.

4.6.2 Schemes for Comparison

For simplicity, our proposed green energy scheme with ZF beamforming is referred

to as the green energy scheme-ZF hereafter. In the meantime, we also consider the

green energy scheme with the CB, referred to as the green energy scheme-CB. To
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Table 4.1: Simulation Parameters

Parameters Value

Power amplifier efficiency κA
n , ∀n 0.4

Number of APs N 40
Number of antennas per AP M 20

Number of UEs K 10
QoS requirement ηk, ∀n 20 Mbps

Traffic-dependent power coefficient ξB 0.5 W/Gbps
RF chain power PA,chain

n , ∀n 0.3 W
Maximum transmitted power PTX, ∀n 0.2 W

illustrate the superiority, two existing optimization schemes are included for com-

parison. The first one is the all-AP scheme, where all APs are activated with ZF

beamforming. The second one separately handles power allocation and AP selection

with ZF beamforming [30].

4.6.3 Simulation Results

Performance Comparison among Different Schemes

In Figs 4.4-4.6, the averaged optimized power consumption of the four schemes

is compared under three different scenarios. We consider different optimization algo-

rithms for the aforementioned four schemes: 1) all-AP scheme without power allo-

cation, 2) proposed scheme [30] solved by SAM, 3) green energy scheme-CB solved

by SAM, 4) green energy scheme-ZF solved by SAM, and 5) green energy scheme-ZF

solved by OSAC-G.
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Figure 4.4: Optimized power consumption versus the number of UEs K with η = 20
Mbps and ξF = 0.5 W/Gbps.

In Fig. 4.4, the comparison is carried out for different numbers of UEs. Note that

OSAC-G here is trained offline and then implemented for low-complexity online infer-

ence for the same K. It is observed that the averaged optimized power consumption

increases with K for all the schemes. Clearly, the green energy scheme-ZF solved

by SAM and OSAC-G achieve a similar performance and outperform the other three

schemes, significantly so when K is relatively small. Specifically, when K = 4, the

averaged optimized power consumption reduction of the green energy scheme-ZF is

65.62%, 51.79% and 28.62% relative to the all-AP scheme, the proposed scheme [30],

and the green energy scheme-CB, respectively. In Fig. 4.5, the comparison is carried

out for different QoS requirement η. As expected, it is observed that the averaged op-

timized power consumption increases with η as fewer APs are activated in the system.
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Figure 4.5: Optimized power consumption versus the QoS requirement η with K = 10
and ξF = 0.5 W/Gbps.

The relative performance supremacy of these schemes is similar to that in Fig. 4.4.

In Fig. 4.6, the comparison is carried out for different traffic-dependent power coeffi-

cient ξF. It can be observed that, for all the schemes, the averaged optimized power

consumption grows almost linearly with ξF. In terms of the relative performance, a

similar conclusion could be drawn to that in Fig. 4.4.

In summary, Figs 4.4-4.6 illustrate that our green energy scheme-ZF can signifi-

cantly improve power consumption.
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Figure 4.6: Optimized power consumption versus the traffic-dependent power coeffi-
cient ξF with K = 10 and η = 20 Mbps.

Performance Comparison between OSAC-G and SAC

To demonstrate the advantage of the proposed optimization-embedded DRL al-

gorithm (OSAC-G) over the conventional DRL algorithm (SAC), in Figs. 4.7-4.8, we

compare the performance for K = 10 and K = 15 under green energy scheme-ZF.

Two metrics are adopted: the normalized loss for the offline training and the feasible

ratio for the online inference, and they are presented in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8, respec-

tively. The normalized loss is defined as a weighted sum of the policy loss Lπ(θ),

the Q-function loss LQ(φ), and the target value loss LV (ψ). The feasible ratio is

defined as the number of solutions that satisfy constraints to that of all test problem

instances.

It is observed from Fig. 4.7 that, for K = 10, OSAC-G leads to a much faster
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Figure 4.7: Offline Training Performance Comparison between OSAC-G and SAC.

convergence and a smaller loss relative to SAC. When K = 15, the offline training

performance of OSAC-G is only slightly inferior to that of K = 10. In stark contrast,

for SAC, the loss does not converge. In Fig. 4.8, OSAC-G achieves high feasible ratios,

which are 97.2% and 96.3% for K = 10 and K = 15, respectively. In other words,

the constraints of the formulated problem can be satisfied with a high probability

in OSAC-G. In comparison, SAC only achieves 59.8% and 7.8% for K = 10 and

K = 15, respectively. Clearly, Figs. 4.7-4.8 confirm that OSAC-G, through offline

training and online inference, achieves significantly superior performances than those

of the conventional DRL algorithm.
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Figure 4.8: Online Training Performance Comparison between OSAC-G and SAC.

Cumulative Distribution Function Comparison

In Figs. 4.9-4.10, we compare the performance of OSAC-G, SAC, and SAM in

terms of the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the optimized power con-

sumption under the green energy scheme-ZF. Note that if the online inferred solution

of OSAC-G or SAC is not feasible, we adopt the all-AP scheme here. In Fig. 4.9,

the comparison is carried out for K = 10 and K = 15. Note that the result of

SAC for K = 15 is not available, as it does not converge following Fig. 4.7. For

K = 10, it is observed that OSAC-G and SAM achieve a similar CDF and, compared

with SAC, less average power consumption and a lower standard deviation. When

K = 15, the CDF of OSAC-G is only slightly inferior to that of SAM. In Fig. 4.10,

the comparison is carried out for ξF = 0.5 and 0.8 W/Gbps. It is shown that, for
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Figure 4.9: The CDF of optimized power consumption Versus Different number of
UEs K.

both ξF values, OSAC-G has a similar CDF to SAM, and OSAC-G and SAM out-

perform SAC. Figs. 4.9-4.10 verify that OSAC-G achieves a similar performance to

SAM, while features significantly reduced computational complexity as demonstrated

in Section 4.5.2.

Model Generalization Capability of OSAC-G

As introduced in Section 4.4, the GTN is designed to enable OSAC-G to adapt

to the variations of Class II parameters without learning from scratch. Next, we

demonstrate the model generalization capability of OSAC-G under the green energy

scheme-ZF. Here, the averaged optimized power consumption and the feasible ratio

are adopted as metrics. In Fig. 4.11, OSAC-G is trained offline on the K = 10, and

then directly implemented for online inference from K = 10 transferring to K = 15
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Figure 4.10: The CDF of optimized power consumption Versus Different traffic-
dependent power coefficient ξF.

with a step 1. It can be seen that the power difference increases with K due to

the increasing complexity of the non-convex problem. However, even for K = 15, the

difference is only 4.15%. Meanwhile, the feasible ratio decreases with K. For K = 15,

a reasonable value of 76.5% is still achieved. Furthermore, our experimental results

show that when K is reduced, the feasible ratio slightly decreases. Clearly, Fig. 4.11

illustrates an outstanding model generalization capability of our OSAC-G.

4.7 Conclusion

Power allocation and AP selection play a vital role in the improvement of energy

efficiency in downlink cell-free massive MIMO. We proposed a green energy scheme

and formulated it as a non-convex MINLP problem, which is quite challenging to
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Figure 4.11: Model Generalization Performance of OSAC-G.

solve. To solve this problem, we proposed a novel OSAC-G algorithm by deeply em-

bedding non-convex optimization into contemporary DRL methods. OSAC-G can

directly infer solutions for the transformed non-convex problem with a much lower

computation complexity, and all the constraints can be satisfied with a high probabil-

ity due to our handcrafted reward function. It has been verified by simulations that

the green energy scheme achieves lower power consumption than the existing ones.



Chapter 5

Partial NOMA-based Online Task
Offloading For Multi-layer
Computing Networks

In this chapter, we consider a multi-layer computing network with communication,

computation, and energy requirements, which is a practical application of wireless IoT

networks. To minimize the latency across all MDs, we develop a PNOMA-based task

offloading scheme in a multi-layer computing network. PNOMA combines the high

throughput of NOMA and low interference of OMA to achieve low-latency transmis-

sion. Besides, the PNOMA-based multi-layer collaborations enable fast task process-

ing for different computing requirements. We formulate a non-convex mixed-integer

optimization problem to minimize the average delay across all MDs. To address this,

we propose the RPPO algorithm, which offers direct online solutions with signifi-

cantly low complexity. We incorporate accumulated apriori information in RPPO

for fast retraining and design a reward function and an evaluation phase to ensure

the communication/computation constraints to be satisfied with a high probability.

Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed scheme dramatically outperforms

the existing ones.
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5.1 Introduction

The soaring demands of MDs for elevated computation capability, low latency,

and vast scalability have created an unprecedented challenge [155]. However, MDs

are usually limited by their computation resources and battery capabilities. As a

transformative technique, MEC has been proposed to provide more computation re-

sources than MDs [156]. Typically, an MS is deployed close to MDs, which reduces

transmission delay and energy consumption. The transmission between MDs and MS

is originally established through OMA, where each orthogonal sub-channel is only

occupied by one MD. NOMA in [36–38] has recently been introduced to two-layer

(MD-MS) mobile computing task offloading. This allows multiple MDs to share the

same sub-channel for MD-MS transmissions by multiplexing their tasks in the power

domain[10], thereby increasing throughput compared to OMA. However, the cost is

the introduction of interference between MDs.

In this chapter, we develop a partial NOMA based task offloading scheme in a

multi-layer mobile computing network, where a task can be either executed locally

or offloaded to MS or the cloud server (CS). Based on the number of available sub-

channels, PNOMA divides MDs into non-orthogonal pairs and individual units, en-

abling transmission to MS via NOMA and OMA, respectively. This flexible approach

leverages the advantages of NOMA’s high throughput and OMA’s low interference of

OMA, resulting in low-latency transmission across various data sizes. Furthermore,

the PNOMA-based multi-layer collaborations enable fast task processing for differ-

ent computing requirements, thereby significantly reducing the computation delay.

We optimize the average delay across all MDs by jointly optimizing task offloading

and resource allocation. Mathematically, we formulate a non-convex optimization
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problem involving a number of discrete and continuous variables.

However, the formulated problem is NP-hard. As a typical optimization method,

successive approximation (SCA) can obtain a near-optimal solution but suffers from

high complexity due to the multiple convex approximations [157]. Some heuristic

algorithms, such as GA [91], feature low complexity, but the performance cannot

be guaranteed. DRL [95] is able to achieve fast online inference for directly mapping

state (e.g., bandwidth and computation capabilities) to action (problem solutions) by

maximizing a reward via offline training. However, conventional DRL, such as vanilla

actor-critic (AC) and deep Q-network (DQN), is not applicable to our formulated

problem due to two main challenges: 1) The PNOMA-based multi-layer computing

network environment is highly dynamic with parameters fluctuating across a wide

range. Accordingly, the DRL needs to be retrained from scratch frequently. 2) Our

formulated problem involves multiple communication and computation constraints

that cannot be easily satisfied by the DRL.

To address the above challenges, we propose a reincarnating proximal policy op-

timization (RPPO) algorithm taking advantage of the DRL algorithm and the rein-

carnating technique [158]. RPPO can infer the optimal task offloading and resource

allocation online with a very low complexity. In addition, it is adaptive to system pa-

rameter variations in the PNOMA-based multi-layer computing network. Specifically,

RPPO involves several reincarnating training phases with different system parame-

ters, resulting in less retraining and better generalization than the conventional DRL.

When RPPO needs to be retrained, it utilizes the accumulated apriori information

(e.g., learned value function, and learned parameters) from previous iterations, and

therefore the new training would start with a lower loss, resulting in a more efficient
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Figure 5.1: PNOMA-based multi-layer computing network.

retraining. Furthermore, by incorporating communication/computation constraints

into the reward function design and evaluation phase of RPPO, the constraints could

be satisfied with a high probability. Simulation results indicate that the proposed

scheme achieves a much lower average delay than the existing ones, and it is shown

that RPPO could significantly outperform the conventional DRL.

5.2 System Model and Problem Formulation

5.2.1 System Model for Partial NOMA

As shown in Fig. 5.1, we consider an uplink multi-layer computing network with

N single-antenna MDs indexed by N = {1, · · · , N}, an MS, and a CS. Here, M
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sub-channels, indexed by M = {1, · · · ,M}, are allocated to MDs for uplink task

offloading. In this chapter, we assume that the number of MDs is larger than that

of sub-channels, i.e., N > M . Here, we develop a flexible and efficient approach,

PNOMA. In PNOMA, we assume that each sub-channel can accommodate one MD

or two MDs regarded as a non-orthogonal pair. According to M , N MDs are classified

into Np pairs and Ns individual units (N = 2Np + Ns). Here, Mp (Mp = Np)

sub-channels, indexed by Mp = {1, · · · ,Mp}, are allocated to Np pairs while Ms

(Ms = Ns) sub-channels, indexed by Ms = {Mp + 1, · · · ,M}, are allocated to Ns

individual units. In each time slot, the n-th MD (n ∈ N ) has a computation task

Qn = {Dn, Cn}, where Dn is the data size and Cn is the required computing resources.

The task Qn could be processed locally (Level 0 local computing) or offloaded to the

MS (Level 1 edge computing). Alternatively, Qn could be further offloaded to the CS

from the MS (Level 2 cloud computing).

5.2.2 Communication Model

In this chapter, the communication between an MD and the MS is through a

PNOMA-based wireless link, and the communication between the MS and the CS is

through a wired backhaul link. For the wireless link, the channel power gain between

the n-th MD and the MS via the m-th sub-channel (m ∈ M) is denoted by hn,m.

We assume that the MS and MDs know the perfect channel state information. The

SIC technique [73] is implemented to decode the received signal from the sub-channel

allocated to a non-orthogonal pair. The decoding order for two MDs (n and n′) in a

pair is decided by the MS based on channel conditions, and the achievable rate for
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the n-th MD via the m-th sub-channel is expressed as

rn,m = bn,m log2

(
1 +

P off
n,mhn,m

P off
n′,mhn′,m + σ2

)
, hn,m ≥ hn′,m,

rn,m = bn,m log2

(
1 +

P off
n,mhn,m

σ2

)
, hn,m < hn′,m,

(5.2.1)

where bn,m is the allocated bandwidth, P off
n,m is the transmission power, and σ2 is the

additive white Gaussian noise power.

In addition, each individual MD could offload data by a dedicated sub-channel

and the data rate conforms to rn,m = bn,m log2

(
1 +

P off
n,mhn,m

σ2

)
.

Level 1 Edge Computation

In Level 1, the taskQn is offloaded to the MS through sub-channels, and then it can

be processed by the MS or further offloaded to the CS. Here, we define xn,m ∈ {0, 1}

as the sub-channel allocation indicator. If xn,m = 1, the m-th sub-channel is allocated

to the n-th MD for offloading. We further define αn,m as the offloading ratio of the

n-th MD via the m-th sub-channel, and we have

αn =
M∑
m=1

xn,mαn,m. (5.2.2)

Accordingly, the offloading delay from the n-th MD to the MS through the m-th

sub-channel is calculated as

TM,off
n,m =

αn,mDn

rn,m
. (5.2.3)

The corresponding energy consumption for offloading could be obtained as EM,off
n,m =

TM,off
n,m P off

n,m. The computation delay could be calculated as

TM,comp
n,m =

αn,m(1− βn,m)Cn
fM
n,m

, (5.2.4)

where βn,m is the offloading ratio from the MS to the CS, and fM
n,m is the allocated

computation resources to the n-th MD via the m-th sub-channel (in CPU frequency).
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Level 2 Cloud Computation

In Level 2, the task is first transmitted to the MS, and then to the CS. The

associated transmission delay is denoted as T bc, and the computation delay by the

CS is

TC,comp
n,m =

αn,mβn,mCn
fC

, (5.2.5)

where fC is the cloud computation capability, which is a predetermined value [84].

The CS has a significantly larger capability than that of the MS, i.e., fC � fM
n,m.

5.2.3 Problem Formulation

Here, we aim to minimize the average delay across all MDs by jointly optimizing

task offloading and resource allocation subject to communication, computation, and

energy constraints. Accordingly, the optimization problem in the PNOMA-based

multi-layer task offloading scheme is formulated as:

P : min
α,β,x,f ,b

N∑
n=1

T L,comp
n +

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

xn,m
(
TM,off
n,m + TM,comp

n,m + αnβn,mT
bc + TC,comp

n,m

)
,

(5.2.6)

s.t. T L,comp
n P L

n +
M∑
m=1

xn,mT
M,off
n,m P off

n,m ≤ En,max,∀n ∈ N ,

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

fM
n,m ≤ fM

max, fM
n,m ≥ 0,

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

bn,m ≤ Bmax, bn,m ≥ 0,

0 ≤ αn ≤ 1, 0 ≤ βn,m ≤ 1, ∀n ∈ N ,∀m ∈M,

N∑
n=1

xn,m = 2,∀m ∈Mp,
N∑
n=1

xn,m = 1, ∀m ∈Ms,

M∑
m=1

xn,m = 1,∀n ∈ N , xn,m ∈ {0, 1},

(5.2.7)
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where En,max, fM
max and Bmax represent the local energy limit, the MS computation

capability, and the maximum available bandwidth from MDs to the MS, respectively.

In addition, we have α = {αn,m}, β = {βn,m}, x = {xn,m}, f = {fM
n,m}, and

b = {bn,m}, where n ∈ N and m ∈ M. Clearly, P is a mixed-integer optimization

problem with discrete variables x and continuous variables {α,β, f ,b}. Furthermore,

P is NP-hard due to the non-convexity of the objective in (5.2.6).

5.3 The Proposed RPPO Algorithm

Due to its non-convex nature, solving P requires significant computation resources

for conventional optimization algorithms. By contrast, DRL learns mapping from the

input states to output actions by maximizing a predefined reward function. The

trained DRL can infer a solution to the optimization problem directly online result-

ing in much lower complexity. However, the conventional DRL requires frequent

retraining from scratch due to the highly dynamic nature and wide parameter fluctu-

ations of the PNOMA multi-layer computing environment. In addition, the problem

involves multiple communication and computation constraints that the DRL cannot

guarantee to satisfy easily.

The above observation motivates us to develop the RPPO algorithm taking advan-

tage of the PPO algorithm [159] and the reincarnating technique. The PPO algorithm

is introduced as a remarkable policy-gradient DRL algorithm where a batch of sam-

ples is subdivided into mini-batches and iteratively reused multiple times. When

computing the gradient for strategy adjustment, PPO restricts the range of param-

eter updates to mitigate training instability effectively. This algorithm operates on
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policy, exhibiting the desirable stability attributes associated with a randomized gra-

dient strategy. The reincarnating technique allows the agent to accumulate apriori

information from previous training iterations and avoids learning from scratch. By

leveraging the PPO and the reincarnating technique, RPPO could directly online in-

fer the optimal task offloading and resource allocation, and achieve fast retraining in

the dynamic PNOMA-based multi-layer mobile computing network.

5.3.1 The Preliminary of RPPO Algorithm

Here, we provide the preliminary including state, action, and reward function.

State: For the task offloading from the n-th MD to the MS via the m-th sub-

channel at time step t, the state is encoded as sn,m(t) which is composed of the

communication, computation, and constraint information, such as the data rate rn,m,

the allocated computation resources fM
n,m and local energy limit En,max. Besides, we

denote the state of the system as s(t) with [s(t)]nm = sn,m(t). Consequently, the state

space could be represented as S = {s(1), s(2), s(3), · · · }.

Action: The agent strategically takes an action %n,m(t) for task offloading and

resource allocation based on the state sn,m(t), and the action is represented by

%n,m(t) = {αn,m, βn,m, xn,m, fM
n,m, bn,m} at time step t. The action of the system is

denoted as %(t) with [%(t)]nm = %n,m(t). Consequently, the action space could be

represented as A = {%(1),%(2),%(3), · · · }.

Reward: We denote reward for the state-action pair {s(t),%(t)} as r(t) = r(s(t),%(t)),

which measures the performance of the system action %(t) and makes the agent take

better decisions. Given r(t), RPPO attempts to learn an optimal policy π∗ capable of

mapping a given state s(t) to an optimal action %∗(t). As %(t) provides task offloading
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and resource allocation for each MD, r(t) measures the performance of %(t). Obvi-

ously, the objective function in P should be considered in the design of the reward

function to better guide the agent in decision-making. The average delay associated

with the time step t, denoted as Tobj(t), could be calculated by substituting %(t)

generated by the agent into (5.2.6). Here, the objective-related reward function is

expressed as robj(t) = −Tobj(t). In addition, due to the complex constraints in the

non-convex optimization problem P, it is difficult for a conventional DRL to meet

the constraints during both training and online inference phases. In this chapter, we

consider constraints in our reward function design, which ensures constraints are met

with a high probability. We design the constraint-related reward function at time

step t as

rcstr(t) = ωe

N∑
n=1

sgn(En,max − En,total) + ωfsgn(fM
max −

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

fM
n,m)

+ ωx

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

Λx(xn,m) + ωbsgn(bmax −
N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

bn,m)

+ ωα

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

Λα(αn,m) + ωβ

N∑
n=1

M∑
m=1

Λβ(βn,m),

(5.3.1)

where ω(·) is the penalty coefficient for constraints, and En,total is the energy consump-

tion in n-th MD. In addition, sgn(·) is a sign function, and Λ(·)(·) is the self-designed

check function. The total reward is given by

r(t) = ωobjrobj(t) + ωcstrrcstr(t), (5.3.2)

where ωobj and ωcstr are the penalty coefficients. Clearly, our constructed reward

function considers both the objective function and the constraints as delineated in

(5.3.2). This approach ensures that the objective is pursued and the constraints in

(5.2.6) are satisfied with high probability, thereby facilitating effective training.
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Algorithm 4 Reincarnating Proximal Policy Optimization (RPPO) Algorithm.

1: Initialize the policy πθ0 with θ0, and value function Vφ0 with φ0.
2: Commence the preliminary training.
3: for each iteration do
4: Reincarnate the policy with the apriori knowledge and fine-tuning.
5: for each training step do
6: for each environment step do
7: Observe state s(t) and take action %(t) with policy πθt .
8: Compute the step reward r(t) based on (5.3.2) considering the objective

and constraints.
9: end for

10: Collect the replay memory buffer Dt from the environment steps.
11: Compute the cumulative reward R(t) and the advantage estimation Ξ(t).
12: Update the policy πθt using stochastic gradient ascent according to (5.3.3).
13: Update the value function Vφt by minimizing the mean squared error ac-

cording to (5.3.5).
14: end for
15: Evaluate the performance of the learned policy.
16: Accumulate the apriori information including the learned policy, the value

function, and the related parameters.
17: end for

5.3.2 RPPO Algorithm

The workflow of our proposed RPPO algorithm is summarized in Algorithm

4. Upon parameters initialization, each iterative step comprises three phases: 1)

reincarnating the training process with the apriori information and adjusting network

parameters (Lines 3−14), 2) evaluating learned policy performance (Line 15), and 3)

accumulating the apriori information (Line 16). In phase 1), we reuse the accumulated

apriori information as a starting point for training the policy over multiple epochs. In

phase 2), we evaluate the policy performance in terms of average delay and constraint

violation by solving new problem instances. In phase 3), if the policy performance is

unsatisfactory, all knowledge - including the learned policy, the learned value function,
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and the related parameters - is collected as apriori information. These phases repeat

across multiple iterations to allow reincarnating learning from previous training.
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Figure 5.2: The framework of the RPPO.

Next, we illustrate how the policy is trained. Interacting with the environ-

ment, the policy πθt takes an action %n,m(t) = {αn,m, βn,m, xn,m, fM
n,m, bn,m} given

the state sn,m(t). Specifically, the output of the actor network is a continuous set

{αn,m, βn,m, xC
n,m, f

M
n,m, bn,m}, where xC

n,m ∈ [0, 1]. Then, discretization is carried out
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based on a threshold so that we have xn,m ∈ {0, 1}. Accordingly, the reward r(t)

from (5.3.2) is computed. After the environment steps, we record states, actions,

and rewards to the replay memory buffer Dt. Based on Dt, the cumulative reward

R(t) and advantage estimation Ξ(t) = Ξ(πθ(%(t)|s(t))) = R(t) − Vφt are obtained.

According to [160], we update the policy πθt using a stochastic gradient ascent:

θt+1 = arg max
θ

1

|Dt|T
∑
Dt

T∑
τ=0

min

(
πθ(%(τ)|s(τ))

πθt(%(τ)|s(τ))
Ξ(t),Ψ(ε,Ξ(t))

)
, (5.3.3)

where |Dt| represents the number of elements in Dt, and ε is the parameter to control

the size of the trust region. In addition, Ψ(ε,Ξ(t)) could be expressed as

Ψ(ε,Ξ(t)) =

(1 + ε) · Ξ(t), Ξ(t) ≥ 0

(1− ε) · Ξ(t), Ξ(t) < 0
. (5.3.4)

Moreover, we update the value function Vφt by minimizing the mean squared error,

and we have

φt+1 = arg min
φ

1

|Dt|T
∑
Dt

T∑
τ=0

(
Vφ(sτ )−R(τ)

)2
. (5.3.5)

5.3.3 Complexity Analysis

Although the SCA can obtain a near-optimal solution, it suffers from high com-

plexity. As we have Nv = 5NM variables in P, the complexity required for solv-

ing the approximated convex problem at each iteration is O
(
(Nv +Nc)

3
)
, where

Nc is the number of constraints. Consequently, the total complexity of the SCA is

O
(
(Nv +Nc)

3Ns

)
, where Ns signifies the number of iterations involved. By contrast,

the complexity of RPPO lies in training and online inference; training is a one-off

offline process, and its complexity can be ignored. The online inference complexity

is O(Nv). Therefore, the complexity of RPPO is significantly lower than that of the

SCA.
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Table 5.1: MEC system parameters

Local computation power P L
n 0.5 W

Local computation capability fL
n 1 GHz

Local energy limit En,max 5 J
Transmission power P off

n,m 23 dBm

MS Computation capability fM
max 10 GHz

Maximum available bandwidth Bmax 5 MHz
Backhaul time T bc 0.5 s

Cloud computation capability fC 25 GHz
White Gaussian noise power σ2 -97 dBm

5.4 Simulation Results

In the simulation, we consider the uplink in a multi-layer computing network,

where N = 20 MDs are located randomly, and the distance dn between the n-th

MD and the MS follows a uniform distribution U(0.1, 0.5) (in kilometers). There

are M = 14 sub-channels implemented for uplink task offloading, and we have 6

non-orthogonal pairs and 8 individual MDs. According to [153], the channel power

gain is modeled as hn,m = 127 + 30 log(dn). For the task Qn, its data size Dn is

sampled uniformly from U(1.5, 2.5) (in Mb) and the required computing resources Cn

are sampled uniformly as U(3, 5) (in Gigacycles). The other related parameters are

summarized in Table 5.1.

5.4.1 Average Delay Comparison among Different Schemes

In Fig. 5.3, the average delay is compared among seven schemes: 1) our proposed

PNOMA-based multi-layer task offloading scheme, 2) NOMA-based multi-layer task
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Figure 5.3: Average delay comparison among different schemes.

offloading scheme, 3) OMA-based multi-layer task offloading scheme, 4) PNOMA-

based two-layer task offloading scheme, 5) NOMA-based two-layer task offloading

scheme, 6) OMA-based two-layer task offloading scheme, and 7) local computing

scheme. Note that formulated problems of these seven schemes are solved by RPPO,

which is trained offline and then implemented for low-complexity online inference.

Clearly, the PNOMA-based multi-layer task offloading scheme achieves the lowest

average delay among the seven schemes1. Specifically, when fM
max = 10 GHz, the

average delay reduction is 7.3%, 21.5%, 25.2%, 28.3%, 35.9% and 57.5% relative to

2), 3), 4), 5), 6) and 7) introduced before. This confirms that our proposed scheme

can significantly reduce the average delay.

1In OMA-based schemes, a sub-channel is occupied by only one MD. Due to insufficient sub-
channels, some MDs can not offload their tasks and are forced to process them locally, resulting in
higher computation delay compared to PNOMA. In NOMA-based schemes, all MDs are paired for
transmissions to the MS, and some sub-channels are not used. This introduces more interference
between MDs, resulting in higher transmission delay compared to PNOMA.
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Figure 5.4: Average delay and infeasible ratio comparison among different algorithms.

5.4.2 Performance Comparison of Different Algorithms

In Fig. 5.4, we demonstrate the superiority of the proposed RPPO over two DRL-

based algorithms, namely, the PPO and the AC, as well as two optimization algo-

rithms which are the SCA and a heuristic algorithm (GA). Two metrics are adopted:

the average delay and the infeasible ratio for the online inference, which quantifies the

proportion of the solutions that fail to satisfy the constraints. Note that all solutions,

solved by the optimization algorithms, are feasible, so we only provide the average

delay here. For the DRL-based algorithms, if the solution is infeasible this task would

be processed locally. It is clearly shown that, in terms of average delay, the proposed

RPPO significantly outperforms the PPO, the AC, and the heuristic algorithm, and

is only marginally inferior to the SCA. When it comes to the infeasible ratio, a similar

trend could be observed. Overall, Fig. 5.4 confirms that, in terms of online inference
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Figure 5.5: Training performance comparison among different algorithms.

performance, RPPO significantly outperforms the PPO and the AC.

5.4.3 Training Performance Comparison

Note that Figs. 5.3-5.4 only consider the scenario for a fixed number of MDs N .

When there is a significant variation in N , the DRL models need to be retrained.

In Fig. 5.5, we compare loss values of the proposed RPPO, the PPO, and the AC

during the training process based on our proposed PNOMA-based multi-layer task

offloading scheme. Specifically, we conduct three training iterations (N = 20, 25,

and 30), each solving a different problem with varying numbers of MDs. It can be

seen that RPPO achieves the smallest loss and demonstrates a decreasing starting

loss value along with faster convergence as interactions progress. This confirms that

RPPO can achieve fast retraining and efficiently adapt to system parameter variations

and expedite the training process.
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5.5 Conclusion

We proposed a PNOMA-based multi-layer task offloading scheme by jointly opti-

mizing task offloading and resource allocation. We formulated a non-convex mixed-

integer optimization problem to minimize the average delay across all MDs. To solve

this problem, we proposed an RPPO algorithm taking advantage of the DRL and the

reincarnating technique. RPPO maps the input state to the optimal task offloading

and resource allocation and achieves direct online inference with significantly low com-

plexity. We incorporated accumulated apriori information in RPPO for fast retraining

to adapt to the variations of the system parameters. In addition, we designed a re-

ward function and an evaluation phase to guarantee the communication/computation

constraints with a high probability. Simulations confirmed that the proposed scheme

achieves a much lower average delay than the existing ones.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we summarize the pivotal findings from this thesis and its contri-

butions. Following this, we proceed to contemplate potential avenues for advancing

our research, offering suggestions for future works to further explore and extend our

existing strategies.

6.1 Summary of Results and Insights

In Chapter 3, we considered the challenging problem of meeting the low-latency

requirement of wireless IoT applications. We developed a full-dimensional task of-

floading scheme by integrating D2D communication into a multi-layer computing

network, where tasks could be processed locally, or offloaded to adjacent MDs. Al-

ternatively, tasks could be further offloaded to MSs and CS. This led to the devel-

opment of a comprehensive task offloading scheme, which is optimized for both task

offloading decisions and the utilization of communication and computation resources

with the objective of minimizing the average delay across all MDs. We formulated

it as an MINLP problem, which involves both discrete and continuous variables.

With relaxation, the sub-problems of the formulated problem are convex. To solve

139
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this problem, we introduced a method involving inverse reinforcement learning with

graph neural networks, referred to as GIRL. This offers a unified solution to a broad

class of this-type MINLP problems in wireless IoT networks by accelerating the op-

timal B&B algorithm with significantly reduced complexity but without sacrificing

the global optimality. Simulations were conducted to validate these claims, revealing

that GIRL outperforms existing variable selection policies in terms of computational

complexity. Additionally, our simulations confirmed the superiority of our proposed

full-dimensional task offloading scheme compared to existing ones.

In Chapter 4, we explored the vital aspects of power allocation and AP selection,

with a focus on augmenting energy efficiency in downlink cell-free massive MIMO.

Our exploration led to the introduction of a green energy scheme specifically crafted

to minimize energy consumption, a goal achieved by formulating the power allocation

and AP selection as a non-convex MINLP problem. This formulation is one of the

most formidable classes of optimization problems to solve. Conventional non-convex

optimization can obtain a near-optimal solution to the non-convex problem but suf-

fers from high computational complexity due to the introduction of multiple convex

approximations. To solve this challenging problem, we innovated a novel algorithm

known as OSAC-G. This groundbreaking approach is distinct in its integration of

non-convex optimization into state-of-the-art DRL techniques. The OSAC-G enables

direct inference of solutions for the transformed non-convex problem, and it does so

with a marked reduction in computational complexity. A key feature of our algorithm

is the assurance that all constraints are met with high probability. This is achieved

through the utilization of a meticulously designed reward function that balances both

efficiency and compliance. The efficacy of our green energy scheme is corroborated
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by simulation results, which conclusively demonstrate its superiority in achieving re-

duced power consumption compared to existing methods. The outcomes not only

validate the effectiveness of our approach but also highlight its potential as a leading

solution for sustainable energy management in wireless IoT networks.

Finally, in Chapter 5, we proposed a partial NOMA-based multi-layer task offload-

ing scheme to minimize the average delay across all MDs by jointly optimizing task

offloading and resource allocation. We formulated it as a non-convex mixed-integer

problem whose discrete variables could be relaxed to 0 or 1. To solve this problem,

we proposed an RPPO algorithm that leverages the strengths of DRL and an in-

novative reincarnating technique. RPPO maps the input state to the optimal task

offloading and resource allocation. This leads to direct online inference, making the

process highly efficient with significantly reduced complexity. A key feature of RPPO

is the integration of accumulated apriori information, facilitating rapid retraining to

adapt to the variations of the system parameters. Furthermore, we crafted a metic-

ulously designed reward function and incorporated an evaluation phase. This was

instrumental in upholding the communication and computation constraints, ensuring

compliance with a high degree of probability. Simulation results provided concrete

evidence that our proposed scheme outperformed existing methods, achieving a sub-

stantially reduced average delay. These findings underline the value and effectiveness

of our approach, setting a new benchmark in the field of mobile computing task

offloading.
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6.2 Future Work

We propose the following potential advancements to the issues examined in this

thesis as future avenues for exploration. These opportunities offer chances that may

yield valuable results in our future work.

In Chapter 3, our full-dimensional task offloading scheme in a multi-layer com-

puting network involves assigning computing, storage, and communication resources

to the different layers of the network to improve its efficiency and performance. In

practice, there are some implementation problems of different layers that should be

considered in our future work. Specifically, the local layer comprises the devices, such

as smartphones and tablets, that are close to the end users. The edge layer consists of

small data centers, usually located at the edge of the network, that provide intermedi-

ate processing and storage capabilities. Finally, the cloud layer consists of large-scale

data centers that offer massive processing and storage capabilities. There are several

challenges in implementing our scheme, including determining traffic patterns [161],

determining the resource requirements [162], and monitoring resource allocation [163].

Besides, from the algorithm perspective, we could integrate the newly proposed vari-

able selection policy with the node pruning strategy. This integration will enhance

the conventional B&B algorithm, and we intend to explore this in our future work.

In Chapter 4, we propose a green energy scheme in downlink cell-free massive

MIMO by simultaneously optimizing power allocation and AP selection based on ZF

beamforming. To further improve the energy efficiency of the system, the incorpo-

ration of energy harvesting technologies [164] into the green energy scheme could be

explored. Chapter 4 focuses on single-objective optimization to increase energy ef-

ficiency, so we could investigate how to balance this with other objectives, such as
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latency, reliability, or throughput, potentially leading to multi-objective optimization

frameworks [165]. In addition, we focus on ZF beamforming. Future studies could

explore how the approach could be adapted or extended to other beamforming tech-

niques, evaluating the differences in performance. There is considerable scope for

enhancing our existing model by exploring more effective non-convex optimization

methods. Currently, non-convex optimization solutions have shown promise in vari-

ous applications, and harnessing these could bring tangible improvements in efficiency

and performance to our OSAC-G algorithm. By incorporating advanced non-convex

optimization techniques, we not only expect to increase convergence speed but also

potentially find more globally optimal solutions within complex search spaces. This

exploration would necessitate a detailed analysis of the underlying mathematical prin-

ciples, an evaluation of different non-convex optimization algorithms, and a compre-

hensive integration strategy to ensure compatibility with existing components of the

OSAC-G algorithm.

In Chapter 5, partial NOMA task offloading results are based on a multi-layer

computing network with MDs, an MS, and a CS. Within this context, there is a

significant opportunity to augment the value of the network through the strategic

deployment of additional MSs. Since the proposed scheme minimizes average delay,

it would be interesting to investigate how energy efficiency can be integrated into

the objective function. Balancing delay and energy consumption might be critical in

some practical scenarios [166], especially for battery-powered devices. Additionally,

there is a need to understand how the RPPO algorithm operates across various com-

munication environments, including those characterized by high mobility or non-ideal
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channels. Analyzing these factors can shed light on the method’s adaptability to dif-

ferent multi-access computing architectures, enhancing its overall applicability. The

potential combination of the proposed RPPO algorithm with other advanced machine

learning and optimization techniques offers an exciting direction for further research.

By incorporating methodologies like transfer learning [167] or meta-learning [168], it

is possible to refine the algorithm’s ability to adapt swiftly to new environments or

tasks. Such improvements, as outlined here, could set the stage for more nuanced

and efficient system operation in future work.
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